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This is Page 1 of 1 - the best of Late December and January
2002!
posted: Originally in 2002, 2nd Edition - July 2012

This page actually begins with December 25, 2001, a few days after Kazuya and I first met. It goes through
the end of January 2002. These photos were originally posted back in 2002, but were somehow "lost" until
recently. Now that they have been found, We are going to the effort to repost them - with the hope that they
may be enjoyed by a few people. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

December 25, 2001 through January 15, 2002

  The first photo here shows "sample foods". There are several companies which make these plastic foods for display in restaurant windows - it's really amazing. This sushi looks so
real. This was one of the first outings which Kazuya and I went on together. It was Christmas Day, 2001, so most of the stores were closed. The 2nd shot was taken at the Ramen Museum in
Shin-Yokohama. Kazuya and I visited it on January 15, 2002. It was impressive and it had several kinds of ramen to try. Surprisingly, we have never visited there again.

Kappabashi
01RC

Ramen
Museum02RC

End January 2002's Photos
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at these old photos which have been found and reposted. We hope that you found something
which made your visit worthwhile and enjoyable.

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 1 of 1 - the best of January 2003!
posted: Originally in 2003, 2nd Edition - July 2012

This page begins and ends with January 20, 2003. This photo was originally posted back in 2003, but was
somehow "lost" until recently. Now that it has been found, We are going to the effort to repost it - with the
hope that it may be enjoyed by a few people. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin January 2003

  This photo was taken on January 20, 2003 at Higashi Akiru. It is a pile of last year's good luck charms - which are supposed to be burned when the new year comes. The people
gather all of their old good luck charms and bring them here to burn.

Higashi
Akiru11RC

End January 2003's Photos
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this old photos which has been found and reposted. We hope that you found something
which made your visit worthwhile and enjoyable.

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 1 of 1 - the best of January
& Early February 2004!
posted: February 10th, 2004

This page includes photos taken between January 12th and February 7th, 2004. You'll find Plum Blossoms
and a sunset at Mt. Takao. Click on any thumbnail to begin.


  The first shot here is a Plum Blossom on January 12th at Jindai Botanical Garden. The 2nd and 3rd shots are a kind of Veronica on January 25th.

JindaijiPlum03a_RC.jpg

BigDogBalls01_RC.jpg

BigDogBalls03a_RC.jpg


  Here are 3 shots of Plum Blossoms on January 31st at Bubaigawara - a Plum Tree Park.

BubaigawaraPlum2004_03_RC.jpg

BubaigawaraPlum2004_06_RC.jpg

BubaigawaraPlum2004_11_RC.jpg


  And here are 3 more shots of Plum Blossoms at Bubaigawara.

BubaigawaraPlum2004_14_RC.jpg

BubaigawaraPlum2004_18_RC.jpg

BubaigawaraPlum2004_22_RC.jpg


  Here is a collage of Plum Blossom Photos. The 2nd shot is some candle ice at Mt. Takao on February 7th. The 3rd shot is 4:42 PM on February 7th, 2004.
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BubaigawaraPlum2004_Collage02_RC.jpg

TakaoSanCandleIce02_RC.jpg

TakaoSan_Fuji05_RC.jpg


  Sunset is progressing quite rapidly now - the first shot was taken at 4:44 PM, the 2nd shot at 4:55 PM and the 3rd shot at 5:03 PM.

TakaoSan_Fuji07_RC.jpg

TakaoSan_Fuji12_RC.jpg

TakaoSan_Fuji16_RC.jpg


  Here is a 2 photo Panorama - taken at 5:04 PM. The 2nd Panorama was taken at 5:07 PM. The 3rd shot was at 5:08 PM.

TakaoSan_Fuji25_26_RC.jpg

TakaoSan_Fuji18_19_RC.jpg

TakaoSan_Fuji28_RC.jpg


  The first photo in this row was taken at 5:08 PM, the 2nd shot at 5:10 PM and the 3rd shot at 5:13 PM.

TakaoSan_Fuji32_RC.jpg

TakaoSan_Fuji38_RC.jpg

TakaoSan_Fuji41_RC.jpg


  Here is a 4 photo collage of this sunset. The 2nd photo was taken at 5:53 PM, on the hike down from the summit of Mt. Takao. This shows you Tokyo in the dark. The final shot,
taken by Kazuya, was taken at 5:17 PM.
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TakaoSan_Fuji12_17_30_41_RC.jpg

TakaoSan_Night03_RC.jpg

TakaoSan_Kaz_Fuji30_RC.jpg


  The first image in this row is an animated GIF file, 13 Sunset Pictures at Mt. Takao on February 7, 2004. The pause rate is 2 seconds per shot. The full file size is 1,294 KB, so after
you click the thumbnail you'll have to wait a while to see the entire animation (in a new window, by the way). The 2nd photo is my DVD collection as of several months ago. By the way, here
is a link to my entire DVD collection if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for the weekend! Click Here. The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on title to
sort that way if you desire. This link will open a new browser window.

TakaoSan_FujiSunsetSmall.GIF

DVDShelf3_resize.jpg

That's all for this month, hope that you found something which you enjoyed looking at.

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 1 of 1 - the best of December 2004
& January 2005!
posted: February 2nd, 2005

These photos cover both December, 2004 and January, 2005. You have seen a few of them already - in the
Christmas Letter, but there was so little activity in December and January that you get another chance to
see them. The Christmas Letter is now gone, if you didn't ever get it downloaded then you may e-mail me
and request that I e-mail you a copy. Click on any thumbnail to begin.


  This row was all taken on December 11th. The first and 2nd one are the same - a Persimmon tree. The 2nd photo has had some special work done on it in Photoshop. The 3rd
photo is 2 nice willow trees still in fall colors, along the Tama River.

TamaRiver
WillowDec2004_03.jpg
ShinKoganei
OldHouse02.jpg

ShinKoganei
OldHouse02c.jpg


  The first photo in this row is the poster for the New Year - The Year of the Rooster. It was taken on December 23rd at Jindaiji Shrine. The next 2 photos show Christmas at our
house (taken Christmas Eve at bedtime) - the presents under the "Christmas Tree" and the "Christmas Tree" itself.

RoosterYear04b.jpg

XmasTree_Presents02.jpg

XmasTree_Presents05.jpg


  The first 2 shots are a swan - photos taken on Christmas Day at a park near the Toden Arakawa Trolley Line. The 3rd shot is our first snowfall - January 29th. Nothing special for
you, but snow is rare enough here so that it IS special for us!

ArakawaLineDec25Park02.jpg

ArakawaLineDec25Park06.jpg

2004_05_FirstSnow02.jpg


  All 3 shots in this row were taken close to midnight on December 31. It is the Shinto Shrine on Mt. Takao, where Kazuya and I went to see in the new year. That is all new snow
from that storm which started on December 29th. The 3rd shot shows the monks walking up the steps to say the prayers for the welcoming in of the New Year.
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ApproachingTakaoSan
Shrine04.jpg

TakaoSanShrine
RoofSnow01.jpg
TakaoSanNew
YearMonksWalk01.jpg


  The first shot in this row is also at the Takao Shrine, just after midnight. You can see the snow on the roofs and the snow shoveled up in piles. The 2nd and 3rd shots are a
waterfall near Tsuru-Tsuru Hot Spring, where we went for a soak (in the hot spring, not in the waterfall!) on January 3rd.

TakaoSanNewYear01.jpg

NearTsuru_TsuruWaterfall06.jpg

ShiraiwaNoTaki02.jpg


  This row was shot on January 22nd on Mt. Takao. We hiked up there to watch the sunset over Mt. Fuji and then we walked down by moonlight.

MtTakao12Jan05
Sunset08.jpg

MtTakao12Jan05
Sunset16.jpg

MtTakao12Hydrangea
Jan05_02.jpg


  First shot in this row is a collage of the Mt. Takao sunset, notice the times. Sun really sets quickly, eh! The next 2 shots are the very first of this season's Plum Blossoms - taken on
January 29th at Bubaigawara Plum Park.

TakaoSan_Fuji_4Sunsets
Postcard.jpg

BubaigawaraPlum
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Jan29_2005_05.jpg

Jan29_2005_06.jpg


  This row is 3 more plum blossoms, same date & place - January 29th at Bubaigawara. Third shot has been played with using PhotoShop.

BubaigawaraPlum
Jan29_2005_07.jpg

BubaigawaraPlum
Jan29_2005_07a.jpg
BubaigawaraPlum
Jan29_2005_11.jpg


  These first 2 shots were taken at Nogawa Park on January 30th. The first of the spring flowers can now be found. This first shot, of Shibateranthis pinnatifida was a new flower for
me, although Kazuya said that we saw them last year, but that they were already well past their prime. We only saw 2 of these flowers, they are so small and low to the ground that it's
much easier to see them in the picture than it was in real life. The 2nd shot is a Wintersweet shrub. The 3rd photo is my DVD collection as of Aug 20, 2004 - this photo is no longer current!
By the way, here is a link to my entire DVD collection if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for the weekend! Click Here. The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can
click on title to sort that way if you desire. This link will open a new browser window.

NogawaPk_Shibateranthis
_pinnatifida02a.jpg
NogawaPk_Wintersweet
2005_01.jpg

DVDShelf20Aug2004
ResizeSmall.jpg

That's all for this month, hope that you found something you enjoyed out of the limited selection which there is.

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 1 of 3 - the best of January
2006!

Go To Page:

posted: February 1st, 2006

The photos on this page actually cover from December 29 - the trip to Kazuya's hometown of Funagata, in
Yamagata Prefecture, to January 1, 2006 at 1:12 PM - Mt. Zao (1,661 meters = 5,449 feet) and it's famous
snow monsters. Click on any thumbnail to begin.


  In this row you can see 2 pictures taken from the window of the Shinkansen (Bullet) Train as we traveled north to Yamagata Prefecture on December 29th. The 3rd photo is taken
very near to Kazuya's Cousin's house in Usugi on December 30th (the title of the photo is misspelled). Look at the snow!

NorthCountry_Shinkansen04RC

NorthCountry_Shinkansen05RC

Utsugi_NearKazuyaCousin03RC


  The first 2 photos in this row are also near Kazuya's Cousin's place in Usugi (Dec 30th). The 3rd photo is a Hot Spring we visited in Naruko - also on December 30th.

Utsugi_NearKazuya
Cousin09RC

NarukoHot
Spring01RC
Utsugi_NearKazuya
Cousin04RC


  All 3 shots in this row are taken at Tokura Lake, a place where Kazuya's father took us on December 31st. The water doesn't freeze here in this little corner of the lake, so the
ducks and swans hang out here.

LakeTokuraDucks01RC

LakeTokuraSnowPlow02RC

TokuraLake03RC
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  The first 2 photos in this row are taken at Ginzan Town - a famous old silver mine which has been converted into a Hot Springs Resort type of town to retain it's vitality. This is
another place where Kazuya's father took us on December 31st. The 3rd picture is a sign on the ropeway which we rode to the summit of Mt. Zao on January 1, 2006. We were very fortunate
to have this day of no snow, blue skies and sun! HAPPY NEW YEAR!

GinzanTown02RC

GinzanTown06RC

ZaoSanRopeway03RC


  All 3 photos in this row were taken from the ropeway while riding to the summit of Mt. Zao. Kazuya's father and mother took us there to see the snow monsters. These relatively
small trees become so monstrously coated with rime and hoarfrost that they turn into the most incredible monsters! Ergo - Snow Monsters!

ZaoSanRopeway
Scene01RC

ZaoSanRopeway
Ju_Hyo02RC
ZaoSanRopeway
Ju_Hyo01RC


  The first 2 photos in this row are also taken from the ropeway inside of the Gondola car. The 3rd photo is taken at the summit of the ropeway - amazing, eh! It was COLD and
WINDY, so we took a bunch of pictures and headed back down.

ZaoSanRopeway
Scene05RC

ZaoSanSummit
JuHyo01RC
ZaoSanRopeway
Scene03RC


  All 3 photos in this row were taken at the summit of Mt. Zao. In the 2nd photo you can see how the wind is blowing my hat string. Do we look cold?
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ZaoSanSummitSnow
Monsters01RC

ZaoSanSummitSnow
Monsters02RC
ZaoSanSummit
Kazuya_Me02RC


  Three more photos at the summit of Mt. Zao. Notice the skiers in the 1st and 2nd photos.

ZaoSanSummit
SnowMonsters03RC
ZaoSanSummit
SnowMonsters04RC

ZaoSanSummit
SnowMonsters05RC


  Three more at the summit of Zao.

ZaoSanSummitJuHyo11RC

ZaoSanSummitSnowMonsters06RC

ZaoSanSummitSnowMonsters07RC

ZaoSanSummitSnowMonsters11RC

ZaoSanSummitSnowMonsters12RC


  And three more photos at the summit.

ZaoSanSummitSnowMonsters08RC
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Go To Page:

Thanks so much for taking the time to look, now please go to page 2 for the continuation of this
wonderful scenery at Mt. Zao.

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 3 - the best of January
2006!

Go To Page:

posted: February 1st, 2006

The photos on this page continue with January 1 (at 1:13 PM) - still at Mt. Zao - and continue through
January 3rd - a trip to a mountain shrine in the snow. Click on any thumbnail to begin.


  This row contains 3 more shots of snow monsters. Aren't they amazing! Note the skiers in the backgrounds of the first 2 photos.

ZaoSanSummit
JuHyo12RC

ZaoSanSummit
SnowMonsters13RC


  Three more shots of snow monsters - the 3rd shot is of one particularly ugly black jacketed monster!!
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ZaoSanSummitSnow
Monsters14RC

ZaoSanSummit
JuHyo14RC
ZaoSanSummitJuHyo
Daniel16RC


  The first shot is the final one at the summit. The last 2 shots are from the ropeway on the way down.

ZaoSanRopeway
Ju_Hyo09RC
ZaoSanSummit
SnowMonsters16RC

ZaoSanRopeway
Scene10RC


  Three more shots from inside the Gondola Car. Note the ski tracks.

ZaoSanRopeway
Ju_Hyo11RC

ZaoSanRopeway
Ju_Hyo13RC
ZaoSanRopeway
Ju_Hyo12RC


  Three more shots from inside the Gondola Car - getting low enough on the mountain now so that there is some life other than skiers. Notice all of the rabbit tracks. The center shot
is particularly fine.
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ZaoSanRopeway
Ju_Hyo15RC

ZaoSanRopewayScene
_Tracks13RC

ZaoSanRopewayScene
_Tracks15RC


  We saw this sunset on the way home from Mt. Zao. The 2nd shot is on January 2nd at Akinomiya Hot Spring, a nice hot spring where Kazuya's family took us on the 2nd. The 3rd
shot is January 3rd. We went - by ourselves via train - to Yama Dera, which means Mountain Shrine. This map of the various Shrine Buildings was inside the train station. I know you can't
make out much, but notice that there are all of these little buildings on the side of a big mountain. We hiked around on that mountain in the DEEP SNOW!

AkinomiyaHotSpring
01RAWRC

Yama_Dera_
Station02RC

FunagataSunset03
RAWRC


  These 3 shots show the entryway to the Main Shrine.

YamaDeraAreaDaniel07RC

YamaDeraAreaShrine09RC

YamaDeraArea05RC


  The first shot shows their big bell. The 2nd shot shows the place where you have to pay the money and they give you some rubber boots and some lengths of rope to tie around
them for traction. The 3rd shot is a little ways up the trail.
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Yama_DeraEntrance08RC

YamaDeraAreaShrine11RC

YamaDeraMountain13RC


  Three shots along the trail. Notice that the 2nd photo is a zoom shot of the 3rd photo. See all those small caves? Kazuya said that there are probably dead monks and/or monks
bones in many of those caves.

Yama_DeraClimb09RC

Yama_DeraClimb12RC

YamaDeraMountain19RC


  Ah, the snow comes again! In the first shot look closely to find the small shrine at the base of the big rock. The 2nd shot is over the roof of one shrine and you can see another in
the background. The 3rd shot is from near the summit, looking down on the town area.

YamaDeraMountain25RC

Yama_DeraClimb16RC

Yama_DeraClimb15RC

Thanks so much for taking the time to look, please go to page 3 now. You'll find more pictures from
Yamagata Prefecture and also additional places.
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 3 of 3 - the best of January
2006!

Go To Page:

posted: February 1st, 2006

The photos on this page continue with January 3rd at Yama Dera and go through the end of the month in
Tokyo. Click on any thumbnail to begin.


  The first shot here is the train station at Yama Dera as our train approaches. The next shot is that same evening on Main Street in Kazuya's hometown (Funagata) as we walked
from the Funagata Station to his house. The 3rd shot is on January 4th as we walked from Kazuya's house to the train station to start our trip back to Tokyo.

YamaDera
TrainRC

FunagataMain
Street01RC
FunagataMain
BoulevardDaniel02RC


  The first shot here is a creek near the train station in Funagata. The 2nd and 3rd shots are near the bus stop in Funagata - there had been so much snow the day before that local
trains were delayed about an hour - so we decided to take the bus to Shinjo - where we caught the Shinkansen Train for Tokyo.

FunagataCreek05RC

FunagataNearBusStop01RC

FunagataNearBusStop02RC


  Here is a map. Tokyo is at the bottom (South). Go north and look for Fukushima, turn left and go to Shinjo - that's where the Shinkansen Train ends. It actually passes through
Kazuya's hometown, but that town is too small, so it doesn't stop there. That's the end of the north country vacation. On January 5th - back in Tokyo, we went to some new country,
specifically, a Hot Spring we had never visited before. This shows Mt. Bukou - a major source of Calcium Carbonate (for making cement), which is the major sight in that Hot Spring Town.
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Yokoze_MtBukou07RC

Yokoze_MtBukou05RC

ShinkansenMap01aRC


  This row of photos was taken in the Taito Area of Tokyo on Saturday January 14th. The first shot is an old style baked goods shop - cookies and snacks. The next shot is a temple lots of temples in this area of town. The 3rd shot is an Indigo cloth shop. Kazuya bought 3 very nice blue pieces (Indigo of course is always blue).

TaitoWardShop01RAWRC

TaitoWardTemple02RC

TaitoWardIndigoShop05RC


  Also the Taito Area. First shot is an old building, which seemed to be selling ONLY beer! The next shot is a reconstructed old style Sake shop - it's actually a Panorama of 2 shots.
Look at the size of the Sake bottles on the right. The 3rd shot is the old style Sake shop from the outside. As you can see, it was a rainy day, but we had a good time anyway.

TaitoWardOldSakeShop
01_02PanoramaRC
TaitoWardOldSake
Shop03RC
TaitoKuOld
Building08RC


  Two more old buildings - in these shots you can really see the rain coming down. You just don't see old buildings like this in Tokyo nowadays - have to go and search for them.

TaitoKuOldBuilding09RC
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  On January 21st it snowed in Tokyo - first real snow of the season. It actually accumulated to about 5 inches. Kazuya and I went to Hama Rikyu Gardens and took several pictures here are the best 3 of them. In the 2nd and 3rd photos you can get an idea of how hard it's snowing. You can see additional Hama Rikyu Gardens pictures in "June 2005's Photos".

HamaRikyuGardenJan21
_10RC
HamaRikyuGarden
Jan21_02RC

HamaRikyuGardens
Jan21_11RC


  Usually near the end of January we go to Bubaigawara Plum Park and see the first plum blossoms of the season, but this has been such a cold year - and is still so cold - that on
January 28th this was the most "open" plum blossom we found!

Jan28Bubaigawara
PlumBud_aRC


  This is now a link to a separate web page showing 3 photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our Home Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV.

Dec 2005 DVD Collection - 3 Photos
Movie of Home Theater System
& New TV Pictures
(new window)
Thanks so much for taking the time to look this month. We hope that you enjoyed seeing pictures of
Yamagata Prefecture and Mt. Zao.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
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photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 1 of 1 - the best of January 2007!
posted: January 31st, 2007

On January 1st, I went to Jindaiji Shrine, near our house, and took a few pictures. On January 5th Kazuya
and I climbed Mt. Takao, for the 29th time. On January 6th and 7th Kazuya and I went to Yamanaka Lake
and stayed at the Marimo Pension and on January 21st we found the very first spring flowers at Nogawa
Park. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin January 1st

  This first shot is Ay-o's rendition of the "Year of the Pig" at Jindaiji Shrine. There is also larger JPG file of this shot; please check it HERE it's 440 KB. The 2nd photo is at Jindaiji
Shrine - the crowd of people. It's around noon on January 1st in this photo.

Jan01_JindaijiTemple_PigYear07aRC
or HERE for the 440 KB larger JPG file

Jan01_Jindaiji
Temple05RC

End January 1st, Begin January 5th

  On January 5th (a vacation day) Kazuya and I climbed Mt. Takao and found some "Frost Flowers". In this row you can find 3 versions of the same photo of "FROST FLOWERS". The
first shot is straight from the camera, the 2nd shot has been adjusted using the "Shadows and Highlights" filter of ACD See Pro Photo Manager and the 3rd shot has been cropped tightly for
the "flower". The Frost Flowers this year were not as good as they were last year, so we were a bit disappointed. For a review of what we found last year visit December 2005's photos. By
the way, if you want to learn more about frost flowers, a phenomenon which is little understood, then the current state of knowledge about them appears to be most concisely summarized
here (CLICK - will open in new window). Note that the ice is coming OUT OF a plant stem.

Jan05_MtTakaoFrost
Flower02RC

Jan05_MtTakaoFrost
Flower02bRC

Jan05_MtTakaoFrost
Flower02cRC

End January 5th, Begin January 6th & 7th

  On January 6th we took a bus to Yamanaka Lake and stayed at the Marimo Pension, a place where we have stayed several times in the past 5 years. This first shot shows Kazuya in
the "cabin" which we had. It snowed that day. The next 2 shots are on the following day and show what the winds were like. On Mt. Fuji, part of what you see is clouds, but part of it is
blowing snow too!
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07Jan_YamanakaLake_MtFuji
_Daniel08RC
Jan06_Marimo
Pension02RC

07Jan_YamanakaLake_
MtFuji03RC


  Another shot of Mt. Fuji, blowing snow and beautiful blue sky, then Kazuya with a Mt. Fuji background. The 3rd shot is a tree heavily infested with mistletoe.

Jan07_YamanakaLake_
MtFuji03RC

Jan07_YamanakaLake_MtFuji_
Kazuya04RC

Jan07_YamanakaLake_
MistletoeRC


  A photo of Mt. Myoujin, a place we have camped out on (see September 2005's photos). The 2nd and 3rd shots are a pair of swans on Yamanaka Lake. They are the same photo,
the 3rd one is cropped.

Jan07_YamanakaLake_MtMyoujini01RC

Jan07_YamanakaLake_Swans02RC

Jan07_YamanakaLake_Swans02CropRC


  Two final photos of Mt. Fuji. As you can see, the 2nd shot is getting pretty close to sunset time.

Jan07_YamanakaLake_MtFuji06RC

Jan07_YamanakaLake_MtFuji08RC

End January 6th & 7th, Begin Miscellaneous Collages

  "Four Views of Mt. Fuji" - from different dates and places put together into a collage. There is also a larger JPG file of this collage; please check it HERE it's 475 KB. This is the
background image for the "Special Items" Page. The 2nd photo is "Winter, Spring, Summer, Fall" - a collage created for the background image of the new and improved home page. There is
also a larger JPG file of this collage; you can view it HERE it's 902 KB.
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MtFuji4PictureCollage_LabelsSmallRC
or HERE for 475 KB JPG file

SpringSummerFallWinterSmall
or HERE for 902 KB JPG file

End Miscellaneous Collages, Begin January 21st

  On January 21st we bicycled to Nogawa Park and looked around. We found the very first Spring Flowers - Shibateranthis pinnatifida (Setsubun-sou in Japanese). There are not as
many this year as there usually are, probably due to our rather strange weather all this winter. The 2nd shot is the same photo - cropped and the "Line Drawing" Special Effect used on it.
The 3rd shot is, again, the same shot with the "Contour Lines" special Effect used on it.

Jan21_NogawaPk_Shibateranthis_
pinnatifida03bRC

Jan21_NogawaPk_Shibateranthis_
pinnatifida03dRC

Jan21_NogawaPk_
Shibateranthis_pinnatifida03aRC

End January 21st, Begin January 27th

  On January 27th Kazuya and I went to Koremasa and we were able to watch the sun as it set over Mt. Fuji - these 3 shots were taken about 40 seconds apart, note the NOT so
subtle differences!

Jan27_MtFuji_Koremasa03aRC

Jan27_MtFuji_Koremasa05aRC

Jan27_MtFuji_Koremasa14aRC

End January 27th, End January 2007's Photos

  This is a link to a separate web page showing a Relatively NEW photo of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our Home Theater System and 9 photos of our new Sharp Aquos TV.
You can see the new DVD Shelf here too.

    April 1, 2006 DVD Collection,
Movie of Home Theater System
& New TV Pictures
(new window)
Thanks so much for taking the time to look. That's all there is this month.
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 1 of 3 - the best of January
2008!

Go To Page:

posted: January 31st, 2008

This page begins with December 31, 2007 and goes through January 5th, 2008. You can find trips to
Kazuya's hometown in Yamagata Prefecture, a trip to Mt. Takao for Frost Flowers, and finally a trip to
Tsuru-Tsuru Hot Spring and White Rock Waterfall. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin December 31st, 2007 & January 1st, 2008

  On December 30th Kazuya and I took a night bus to his hometown of Funagata, in Yamagata Prefecture. It SNOWED! It started the evening before we got there and continued for
the 4 days we stayed. On December 31st we pretty much relaxed and slept all day, after riding the bus all night. We went to the local hot spring and the first picture was taken from the
parking lot of the hot spring. On January 1st I took the 2nd picture from the window of Kazuya's house. We also hiked to a local shrine on New Year's day - the 3rd picture was along the road
to Sabane-Yama Shrine.

Dec31_FunagataHotSpring
Snow01RC

Jan01_Kazuya
HouseSnow01RC

Jan01_SabaneYama
Snow02RC


  The 1st picture here is a line of small Daruma dolls at Sabane-Yama Shrine. The 2nd and 3rd shots are scenery from the Shrine.

Jan01_SabaneYama
Daruma02RC

Jan01_SabaneYama
Snow11RC

Jan01_SabaneYama
Snow12RC

End January 1st, Begin January 3rd

  On January 3rd we returned to Tokyo. I took the first picture from Kazuya's window before we left - compare the snow to the 2nd picture in Row 1. Kazuya took the 2nd picture
from the window of the Shinkansen train on the way back to Tokyo.

Jan03_Kazuya
HouseSnow06RC

Jan03_Shinkansen
WindowShot01RC

End January 3rd, Begin January 4th

  On January 4th we climbed Mt. Takao again in search of Frost Flowers. Being New Year's season, we had to stop at the Shrine and have some Sake for this Year of the Rat. The 3rd
picture is a Frost Flower taken by Kazuya.
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Jan04_TakaoSan
Sake02RC

Jan04_TakaoSan
_Shrine03RC
Jan04_I_Ccho_Daira_
FrostFlower08RC


  Here are LOTS of Frost Flower pictures! We found more than we have EVER seen before. By the way, if you want to learn more about frost flowers, a phenomenon which is little
understood, then the current state of knowledge about them appears to be most concisely summarized here (CLICK - will open in new window). Note that the ice is coming OUT OF a plant
stem. A Google search for "Frost flowers" will give you more results than you want to look at. These things are SO AMAZING!

04Jan_I_Ccho_Daira_
FrostFlower14RC

Jan04_I_Ccho_Daira_
FrostFlower07RC
Jan04_I_Ccho_Daira_
FrostFlower14RC


  Three more shots of Frost Flowers.

Jan04_I_Ccho_Daira_
FrostFlower15RC

Jan04_I_Ccho_Daira_
FrostFlower25RC
Jan04_I_Ccho_Daira_
FrostFlower23_BESTRC


  And three more shots of Frost Flowers.
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Jan04_I_Ccho_Daira_Frost
Flower32_BESTRC

Jan04_I_Ccho_Daira_
FrostFlower38RC
Jan04_I_Ccho_Daira_Frost
Flower34_BESTRC


  The first 2 shots are also Frost Flowers. The 3rd shot, however is a different phenomena. In the USA we call this "Candle Ice". In Japan it's called "Ice Columns". You have probably
seen this if you live in a colder climate.

Jan04_I_Ccho_Daira_
FrostFlower37RC

Jan04_I_Ccho_Daira_
CandleIce05RC
Jan04_I_Ccho_Daira_Frost
Flower42_BESTRC


  On the same day (January 4th) we also climbed up to Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro. It was incredibly clear. The first shot is a nice scene. The 2nd shot is merely a zoomed in shot of the 1st
shot. The 3rd shot is a beautifully blue sky shot.

Jan04_KobotokeShiro
Yama01RC

Jan04_KobotokeShiro
Yama03RC
Jan04_KobotokeShiroYama
_Scene05_SkyRC

End January 4th, Begin January 5th

  On the 5th we went out to Musashi-Itsukaichi and took the bus to Tsuru-Tsuru Hot Spring. The first 2 shots here are inside the "Panorama Dining Room", nice dining area, eh? After
we left the Hot Spring we hiked the trail to White Rock Waterfall, where we always find Winterberries. We found the best crop we have ever seen this year! They were also amazingly large
berries.
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Jan05_Tsuru_Tsuru_
HotSpring03RC
Jan05_Tsuru_Tsuru_
HotSpring01RC

Jan05_WhiteRockWaterfall
Trail_Winterberries03RC


  Here are 3 shots of the different levels of White Rock Waterfall. Note that I am included in the 1st shot - for scale - this is the lowest of the 3 levels. The 2nd shot is the next higher
level, and the 3rd shot is the highest level.

Jan05_WhiteRock
Waterfall_04_DanRC

Jan05_WhiteRock
Waterfall_06RC

Jan05_WhiteRock
Waterfall_10RC


  Two more shots of Winterberries.

Jan05_WhiteRockWaterfall
Trail_Winterberries08RC
Jan05_WhiteRockWaterfall
Trail_Winterberries07RC

End January 5th, End Page 1
And, that shows you what we saw from December 31, 2007 through the 5th of January, 2008. Thanks
so much for taking the time to look. Please continue on to Page 2 for the continuation of January.
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 3 - the best of January
2008!

Go To Page:

posted: January 31st, 2008

The photos on this page start with January 13th and continue through the 20th; a trip to Kawagoe, sunset at
Handea Airport and the "Dondo-Yaki" event at Tama-sakai. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin January 13th

  On January 13th Kazuya and I went to Kawagoe to visit the 7 temples which house the 7 gods of Good Luck. There was nary a sign in English and all of the temples looked pretty
much the same to me, so I have just included a few pictures. The first and 3rd pictures are some temple. The 2nd photo is the old town bell tower, where they announced the time in days
gone by.

Jan13_HonKawagoe_
SomeTemple03RC

Jan13_HonKawagoe_
SomeTemple06RC
Jan13_HonKawagoe_
OldTower01sRC


  Here is a photo of the old section of the city, another shot of the old bell tower and the 3rd shot is a rickshaw carrying a couple of passengers.

Jan13_HonKawagoe
_OldStreet02RC

Jan13_HonKawagoe
_Rickshaw01RC
Jan13_HonKawagoe
_OldTower02sRC


  Here is one more picture of the old section of the city. The 2nd shot shows some expensive teacups - about $300 in US Dollars. The 3rd shot is one of the fox gods.
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Jan13_HonKawagoe_
OldStreet07RC
Jan13_HonKawagoe_Expensive
TeaCupsCrop_sRC

Jan13_HonKawagoe_
SomeTemple25RC

End January 13th, Begin January 17th

  Here are 2 sunsets taken at Haneda Airport from our office window. The 1st shot was taken on the 17th - such brilliant color! The 2nd shot (on the 18th) exhibits an interesting
phenomenon, a partial SUN PILLAR, which I had never seen before. The sun was already below the horizon, but note the pinkish glow near the center of the photo just above where the sun
has already set.

Jan17_HanedaAirport
Sunset05RC

Jan18_Haneda
Sunset01RC

End January 17th, Begin January 19th

  On the 19th we went to see if we could find any birds at Oyama Dairi Park near Tama-sakai station. We didn't find many birds, but we happened to see a seasonal event held there.
The event is called "Dondo Yaki", which is a traditional ceremony held around January 15th in Japan. People make a huge pile with bamboo, older talismans, Kadomatsu (New Year's Day
Ornaments), children's calligraphy, etc., set it afire and wish for good luck and health. There is also a custom that they bake some rice cakes on that bonfire and eat the rice cakes while
wishing for good health. There were lots of people participating in this event and there was a long line to get the bamboo sticks with two little rice cake balls on the top. We almost gave up,
but actually they prepared lots and lots of those sticks, so we could get one for each of us.

Jan19_TamasakaiPark
NewYearBonfire03RC

Jan19_TamasakaiPark
NewYearBonfire04RC

Jan19_TamasakaiPark
NewYearBonfire05RC


  The bonfire of old talismans and so on - it burned incredibly fast after it was lit (3rd photo in Row 5).

Jan19_TamasakaiPark
NewYearBonfire07RC

Jan19_TamasakaiPark
NewYearBonfire09RC


  Here are 3 shots of the bamboo sticks with the rice cake balls on them and people cooking the rice cakes around the fire.
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Jan19thOyamaDairiP30
_DodoyakiRC

Jan19_TamasakaiParkNew
YearBonfire21_0595RC
Jan19thOyamaDairiP12
_MayudamaRC

End January 19th, Begin January 20th

  On the 20th we went to Nogawa Park to take pictures of birds. These 2 shots are the best of the day. Both of these shots are Coccothraustes coccothraustes - the Hawfinch. The
first shot was taken in full sun while the 2nd shot was a more shaded location.

Jan20_NogawaPk_Coccothraustes_
coccothraustes_Hawfinch07scRC
Jan20_NogawaPk_Coccothraustes_
coccothraustes_Hawfinch11scRC

End January 20th, End Page 2
And, that shows you what we saw from January 13th through the 20th. Thanks so much for taking the
time to look. Please continue on to Page 3 for the conclusion of this month's adventures.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 3 of 3 - the best of January
2008!
posted: January 31st, 2008
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This page continues with January 26th and goes through the end of the month - a trip to Hyakuhiro
Waterfall, on the Mt. Kawanori trail and a visit to Nogawa Park and the very first Shibateranthis pinnatifida
flowers. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin January 26th

  On January 26th Kazuya and I went out and hiked part of the Mt. Kawanori Trail. It had snowed during the week and it had been cold, so we were hoping for an icy Hyakuhiro
Waterfall - we were not disappointed. (Note that all of these photos are mislabeled "Jan27" - it was really the 26th.)
The first shot is Kazuya crossing one of the several bridges on the way up to the waterfall. The 2nd shot is a bunch of "ice diamonds" on a rock off to the side of a small waterfall where the
water splashes. The 3rd shot is some incredibly long candle ice - it's probably 4 - 5 inches (10 - 12 cm) long.

Jan27_KawanoriTrail_Snowy
Creek03_KazuyaRC

Jan27_KawanoriTrail_
SnowyCreek06RC

Jan27_KawanoriTrail_
CandleIce03RC


  The first shot here was our first glimpse of Hyakuhiro Waterfall. (For more photos of this waterfall see November 2007, February 2007 and July 2004's photos.) The 2nd shot is a
closer view and the 3rd shot is even closer.

Jan27_Kawanori
Waterfall08sRC
Jan27_Kawanori
Waterfall01RC

Jan27_Kawanori
Waterfall07RC


  The first and 2nd shots in this row show a person for scale. The 3rd shot is a telephoto shot of just the very top of the waterfall. Keep in mind that this waterfall is more than 40
meters high.

Jan27_Kawanori
Waterfall14sRC

Jan27_Kawanori
Waterfall19_BESTRC
Jan27_Kawanori
Waterfall16sRC


  The first photo here is a telephoto shot of a small portion of the waterfall. The 2nd shot is the entire waterfall and the 3rd shot is another small portion through the telephoto lens.
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Jan27_Kawanori
Waterfall23_BESTRC

Jan27_Kawanori
Waterfall31RC
Jan27_Kawanori
Waterfall28_BESTRC


  The first shot here is Kazuya - the "cone" of the waterfall is off to his left. The 2nd shot is the top portion again - with a blue sky background.

Jan27_Kawanori
Waterfall33_KazuyaRC
Jan27_Kawanori
Waterfall39_BESTRC

End January 26th, Begin Jaunary 27th

  On the 27th we went to Nogawa Park and found the VERY FIRST flowers of the season. Here are 3 shots of Shibateranthis pinnatifida or "Setsubunsou" in Japanese. It's amazing to
think that it snowed here just 4 days previous to finding these flowers. If you visit Kazuya's BLOG you can find pictures of the snow in Nogawa Park.

Jan27_Nogawa_Shibateranthis
_pinnatifida13RC
Jan27_Nogawa_Shibateranthis
_pinnatifida07scRC

Jan27_Nogawa_Shibateranthis
_pinnatifida11scRC

End January 27th, End Page 3, End January 2008's Photos

  This is a link to a separate web page showing some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our Home Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV.

    November 11, 2007 DVD Collection,
Movie of Home Theater System
& Sharp Aquos TV Pictures
(new window)
By the way - Kazuya is still maintaining his blog, which exhibits different photos than shown here
(mostly - I have used some of his though). It looks very nice and you can find it HERE. (Click on the
"Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
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Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the site this month, I hope you found something you
enjoyed looking at. Any feedback is always appreciated.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 1 of 2 - the best of January
2009!

Go To Page:

posted: January 31st, 2009

This page actually begins with December 31st, 2008 and takes you through the 18th of January, 2009. Click
on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin December 31st, 2008

  On December 30th and 31st Kazuya and I were in his home town - Funagata Town, Yamagata Prefecture. It was snowing on and off the entire time we were there. Here are 3
pictures taken on the 31st as we walked to a local Hot Spring.

Dec31_Funagata_
SnowScene03RC

Dec31st_2008_
FunagataSnowScene04RC

Dec31_Funagata_
SnowScene06RC


  Here is one more picture taken on the 31st as we returned from the Hot Spring. The 2nd photo was taken by Kazuya from the window of the Shinkansen Train as we returned to
Tokyo on January 1st, 2009.

Dec31_Funagata_
SnowScene10RC

Jan1st_2009_
ShinkansenToTokyo31RC

End December 31st, 2008, Begin January 2nd, 2009

  On January 2nd Kazuya and I went to Jindai Shrine for our New Year's visit. Here is a picture of the crowd waiting to get into the Shrine. The 2nd shot is an orchid at Jindai
Botanical Garden and the 3rd shot is Ay-o's New Year's Poster for the Year of the Ox. Sorry this is such poor quality - you should have seen it before I worked on it extensively in PhotoShop.

Jan2_Jindai
Shrine01RC

Jan2_JindaiBG
_Orchid02RC

Jan03_Ox
YearPoster01_PS_3RC

End January 2nd, Begin January 17th

  On January the 17th Kazuya and I went for a long bicycle ride (about 6 hours) down the Nogawa (No River). The most picturesque thing we saw was some Kingfishers. Here are the
2 best shots.
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Jan17_NogawaRiv
_Kingfisher10RC

Jan17_NogawaRiv
_Kingfisher13RC


  On our return trip to home on the 17th we bicycled up the Sengawa (Sen River). Here are 2 shots of some kind of duck which is not in my book and which we had never seen
before. If anybody knows the scientific and English Common Names of this duck - PLEASE e-mail me. (edited: somebody DID e-mail me and this duck is a Falcated Duck [Anas falcata].)

Jan17_Sengawa
Riv_Duck06sRC

Jan17_Sengawa
Riv_Duck08RC

End January 17th, Begin January 18th

  On January 18th Kazuya and I went out to Tamasakai to the Oyama Dairi Park and took part in the "Dondo-yaki" event, which is an event at which people burn their old talismans
and so on which people used during the previous year for good luck. The first photo here shows the incredible pile of stuff to be burned. The 2nd picture is a zoomed photo of a small portion
of the pile and the 3rd photo is another shot of the entire pile.

Jan18_TamaSakaiNew
YearBonfire09RC
Jan18_TamaSakaiNew
YearBonfire08RC

Jan18_TamaSakaiNew
YearBonfire12RC


  Children stand around the pile and at a signal they set it afire. The first photo in this row was taken at 1:11:26 PM, the 2nd photo at 1:11:40 PM and the 3rd photo at 1:11:48 PM.
In 22 seconds it has turned into a conflagration!

Jan18_TamaSakaiNew
YearBonfire15RC

Jan18_TamaSakaiNew
YearBonfire16RC

Jan18_TamaSakaiNew
YearBonfire17RC


  The first photo here was taken at 1:11:57 PM, the 2nd photo at 1:14:19 PM and the 3rd photo at 1:15:25 PM - in this photo it has only been 3 minutes and 59 seconds since the
fire was lit!
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Jan18_TamaSakaiNew
YearBonfire18RC

Jan18_TamaSakaiNew
YearBonfire24RC

Jan18_TamaSakaiNew
YearBonfire29RC


  This final fire photo was taken at 1:19:58, now 8 minutes and 32 seconds since it was lit afire! Now it's time to buy our "Mayudama" (small balls made from rice flour) and roast
them. The 2nd photo shows the "Mayudama" on sticks before they started selling them. The 3rd shot shows people waiting in line to roast their "Mayudama".

Jan18_TamaSakaiNew
YearBonfire40RC

Jan18_TamaSakaiNew
YearBonfire05RC

Jan18_TamaSakaiNew
YearBonfire41RC


  These 2 photos both show what the line of people waiting to roast their "Mayudama" looks like.

Jan18_TamaSakaiNew
YearBonfire42RC

Jan18_TamaSakaiNew
YearBonfire44RC


  The 1st shot here shows people standing around the fire roasting their "Mayudama". The 2nd shot shows a firefighter in full reflective gear - they had to go in to the fire from time
to time and stir it, rake it and so on to ensure a complete burn. We did a much better job of roasting our "Mayudama" this year than we did last year (3rd shot). Last year the event was not
so well organized and by the time we got to the fire there was not enough heat left to be able to roast our "Mayudama". This year we were able to roast them to perfection and they were
actually quite delicious.

Jan18_TamaSakaiNew
YearBonfire48RC

Jan18th_Oyama
DairiPark77RC
Jan18_TamaSakaiNew
YearBonfire47RC

End January 18th, End Page 1
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation of this month's adventures.
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
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This is Page 2 of 2 - the best of January
2009!

Go To Page:

posted: January 31st, 2009

The photos on this page begin with January 25th and go through the end of the month - trips to Nogawa
Park and Jindai Botanical Garden. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin January 25th

  On January 25th Kazuya and I went to Nogawa Park and also to Jindai Botanical Garden to check for early spring flowers. At Nogawa Park we found the very first "Setsubunsou"
(Shibateranthis pinnatifida), some Daffodils in bloom and some "Roubai" (Chimonanthus praecox). It was amazing. Life is returning!

Jan25_NogawaPk09_
Shibateranthis_pinnatifidaRC

Jan25_NogawaPk11_
DaffodilRC

Jan25_NogawaPk16
_RoubaiRC


  Here is a wider shot of a "Roubai" (Chimonanthus praecox) bush - look at the number of flowers! The 2nd shot is a Bonsai Plum Tree in the inside exhibition hall at Jindai Botanical
Garden and the 3rd shot is an Adonis (Adonis sp.) - also in the inside exhibition hall.

Jan25_NogawaPk20
_RoubaiRC

Jan25_JindaiBG06sr_
BonsaiPlumRC

Jan25_JindaiBG09_
InsideAdonisRC


  Here is another Adonis (Adonis sp.) in the inside exhibition hall. Note the variation in both color of flowers and also in the overall shape of the flowers. The next 2 shots show you
that we also found the Plum (Prunus mume) to be in bloom. It is quite far from the peak, but it was nice to see.
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Jan25th_JindaiBG06
_InsideAdonisRC

Jan25_JindaiBG16_
PlumBlossomsRC
Jan25th_JindaiBG10_
PlumBlossomRC


  Here are 3 more shots of Plum Blossoms. This area had such a nice pleasing smell to it due to all of these flowers. And seeing as it is still a few weeks from the peak of the
blooming period there were not many people here yet.

Jan25_JindaiBG31_
PlumBlossomsRC

Jan25th_JindaiBG38_
PlumBlossomRC
Jan25th_JindaiBG29
_PlumBlossomRC


  Here is a Yellow Flowered Witch Hazel, followed by an outdoors Adonis (Adonis amurensis). The 3rd shot is a Red Flowered Witch Hazel (Hamamelis mollis). The Witch Hazel bushes
are still far from the peak of blooming.

Jan25_JindaiBG52_
Yellow_HamamelisRC

Jan25_JindaiBG59_
Red_HamamelisRC
Jan25th_JindaiBG60
_AdonisRC

End January 25th, End Page 2, End January 2009's Photos

  This is a link to a separate web page showing some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our Home Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV.

    November 11, 2007 DVD Collection,
Movie of Home Theater System
& Sharp Aquos TV Pictures
(new window)
Kazuya has his - blog all updated now with his latest photos and writings and it is very beautiful. If you
want to take a look at it you can find it HERE. (Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new
window.)
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Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the site this month. That's all there is until next month.
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photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Japan - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
January 2010 - Favorite Photo
"A Small Waterfall" - Taken along the Trail to Hyakuhiro Waterfall. Exposure Time: 0.3 second, f: 6.3,
ISO: 80, Tone-Mapped. January 24th, 11:17 AM.

JANUARY 2010: FOUR Pages This Month FEATURING A New Year's Holiday Trip * Tazawako Station And Lake (Tazawa Lake) * Famous Horai Pine * Tsuru-No-Yu (Hot Spring Of The
Crane) Road * Tsuru-No-Yu Buildings * Rotenboro * Snow Scenery * Ice-Covered Train * Yonezawa Beef * Yonezawa Station * Uesugi Shrine In Yonezawa * Echigo-Yuzawa At Night *
Echigo-Yuzawa Snow * Nogawa Park - Early Shibateranthis pinnatifida Blooms * Asarum sp. Blooms * HDR (High Dynamic Range) Photography Experiments With Photomatix Software *
Reflections On Water * January 16th At Katsunuma-Budoukyou * Grape Vineyards * Youth Hostel At Isawa Onsen * Horse Meat Sashimi * January 17th At Yamanashi City * Hotarakashi
Hot Spring - A-Chi-Ra Bath * Experiments With "Shadow Illuminator Pro" Photoshop Filter * The First Plum Blossoms * Mt. Kawanori Trail - Waterfalls - "Water in Motion" Photos * Adonis
sp. * Hamamelis sp. * Phoenicurus auroreus (Daurian Redstart or Jobitaki in Japanese)* More     (Click on the Photo or on this text to go directly to the January photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.
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This is Page 1 of 4 - the best of January
2010!

Go To Page:

posted: January 31st, 2010

This page actually begins with 6:48 AM on December 31, 2009 and takes you through 11:56 PM of that day a trip to Akita Prefecture. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin December 31st

  On December 30, 2009 Kazuya and I headed off for a New Year's Holiday Adventure. The first day (the 30th) we left our home station of Musashisakai on a 4:49 AM train and we
finally arrived at Morioka Station at 4:09 PM. We had a special discount price ticket (¥10,000 for 5 days of travel on local trains only). There are no photos from the first day, no snow was
seen and snow was what we were searching for! The first photos in this row start at 6:48 AM on December 31st at Tazawako (Tazawa Lake) Station. We took a train from Morioka Station at
5:22 AM and arrived at Tazawako Station at 6:09 AM. The first photo is looking across the parking lot at Tazawako Station. The 2nd shot is the Tazawako Station. The 3rd shot is Tazawako
(Tazawa Lake).

Dec31_Tazawako
_Station_Area01RC

Dec31_Tazawako
_Station_Area05RC

Dec31_Tazawako
LakeArea02_RC


  These 3 shots are all Tazawa Lake Scenery. Tazawa Lake is the deepest lake in Japan - it's not so very large, but the depth is an incredible 423.4 meters (1,389 feet). We walked
around the lake area for about 2 hours in the cold and wind. These 3 photos were taken between 7:18 and 7:22 AM.

Dec31_Tazawako
LakeArea04_RC

Dec31_Tazawako
LakeArea12_RC

Dec31_Tazawako
LakeArea20_RC


  Here are 3 more shots of Tazawa Lake. The first photo shows some mistletoe infected trees. The 2nd shot and 3rd shots show a famous tree "The Horai Pine". Mount Penglai or
Penglai Island, is a mystical land found in Chinese mythology. The legend also passed into Japan, where it took shape as the legend of Horai - therefore, the Horai Pine, a mystical pine tree.
The 3rd shot is the Horai Pine which has been worked on with software called Photomatix Pro. I used this software to "fuse" the first image of the Pine with a copy of the image which I very
obviously over-exposed using Photoshop.
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Dec31_TazawakoLake
Area31_MistletoeRC

Dec31_TazawakoLake
Area35_Horai_PineRC

Dec31_TazawakoLakeArea35_
35s_Horai_Pine_FusedRC


  The 1st shot in this row shows the lake nicely framed on 3 sides by the lower branches of the Horai Pine. This is the final shot of Tazawa Lake. In the 2nd photo it's 9:30 AM and
not as windy because we took a bus from Tazawa Lake to a place where we got off the bus and started walking about 4 kilometers to our destination. We are quite a bit higher elevation now
and you'll notice that the snow is much deeper. Our destination is Tsuru-No-Yu (Hot Spring of the Crane). The second photo shows a sign to the Hot Spring and says that it is open to the
general public from 10:00 AM to 3:00 PM. We will be staying there as guests, not as general public. The 3rd shot is right at the very start of the road.

Dec31_Tazawako
LakeArea39_RC

Dec31st_Tsuru
NoYu099RC

Dec31_Walking_Tsuru
_No_Yu_Road06RC


  Here are 3 more shots as we walked along the road to Tsuru No Yu. It's not snowing too hard YET.

Dec31_Walking_Tsuru
_No_Yu_Road13RC

Dec31_Walking_
Tsuru_No_Yu_Road24RC
Dec31_Walking_
Tsuru_No_Yu_Road23RC


  These 3 shots are all the same area. The first shot is an overview, the 2nd shot is zoomed in to the small hill in the center of the first photo. The 3rd shot is zoomed in even more
to the area of larger trees on the right side of the hill.
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Dec31_Walking_
Tsuru_No_Yu_Road29RC

Dec31_Walking_
Tsuru_No_Yu_Road30RC

Dec31_Walking_
Tsuru_No_Yu_Road31RC


  Here are 3 shots of creeks. The first 2 shots are the same place, but the 2nd shot is a sepia toned one. The 3rd shot is a different creek. The creeks were the few places where one
could get a true idea of the depth of the snow.

Dec31_Walking_
Tsuru_No_Yu_Road34RC

Dec31_Walking_
Tsuru_No_Yu_Road35RC

Dec31_Walking_
Tsuru_No_Yu_Road41RC


  In the 1st shot we have just arrived at the Hot Spring (Tsuru No Yu), it's now 10:53 AM (recall that we started walking at 9:30 AM). Check in time is not until 3:00 PM, so they put
people who arrive before check-in time in "waiting rooms" and you can order lunch and use the Hot Baths while you wait. The 2nd shot shows some Sake Bottles on a shelf in the "waiting
room". The 3rd shot is me outside of the waiting room.

Dec31_Tsuru_No_
Yu_Buildings01RC

Dec31st_Tsuru
NoYu207RC
Dec31_Tsuru_No_
Yu_Buildings12RC


  Here is a creek which flows through the "resort", if I may use the word "resort" for this type of place. I don't think this term is correct. The first shot is looking upstream and the
2nd shot is looking downstream. The 3rd shot is the "Rotenboro" or outside bath. It was very nice to sit in the hot water and have the snow falling all around you. After a while you ended up
with snow-filled hair.

Dec31_Tsuru_No_
Yu_Buildings13RC
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  Now it's 3:15 PM and this shot was taken from the window of the room where we stayed. Amazing place. The rooms were heated and nice and warm. Supper was served to us in
our room and you can see some photos of the amazing meal we had if you search Kazuya's Blog for Tsurunoyu in the box below. The 2nd shot is one of the hallways in the hotel. The 3rd
shot is a night scene showing the building where we were staying - the time now is only 5:29 PM.

Tsuru-No-Yu

Google Search

only search Kazuya's Blog site

Dec31_Tsuru_No_
Yu_Buildings20RC

Dec31_Tsuru_No_
Yu_Buildings38RC
Dec31_Tsuru_No_
Yu_Buildings26RC


  Here is another night scene of the hotel, but not the building where we were staying. The 2nd shot is me at the start of our supper meal after they brought it to our room. The time
now is 6:28 PM.

Dec31_Tsuru_No_
Yu_Buildings39RC
Dec31st_Tsuru
NoYu241RC


  Here are the 2 final shots from December 31st. The time is 11:56 PM, nearly New Year's! These were taken with flash - night shots again. Where were we at midnight? In the
Rotenboro of course, and some nice people gave us a little bit of champagne to see the New Year in with while we soaked there!

Dec31_Tsuru_No_
Yu_Buildings40RC

Dec31_Tsuru_No_
Yu_Buildings43RC

End December 31st, End Page 1
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation of this New Year's Holiday adventure.
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This is Page 2 of 4 - the best of January
2010!

Go To Page:

posted: January 31st, 2010

This page starts with January 1, 2010 and takes you through the end of the New Year's Holiday Trip. It then
continues on through January 9th. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin January 1st

  HAPPY NEW YEAR! It's now 2010! The first shot in this row was taken by Kazuya at 6:25 AM from the window of our room. The next shot, of the Rotenboro, was taken at about
8:30 AM and the 3rd shot - of the "white bath" - was taken at 8:40 AM. Until now it's possible that I have given you the impression that the only Hot Spring at this place is the Rotenboro.
That is not the case, there are several different baths inside of buildings, there is only 1 outdoor bath though.

Jan1st_Tsuru
NoYu013RC

Jan01_Tsuru_No_
Yu_07_RotenboroRC

Jan01_Tsuru_No_
Yu_09_HotSpringRC


  Here are 3 more photos of the Rotenboro - all taken from different angles. The 3rd shot, by Kazuya, was taken while sitting in the hot water. I didn't have the guts to take my
camera into the hot pool for fear that I might drop it.

Jan01_Tsuru_No_
Yu_18_RotenboroRC
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  The first shot in this row is me hurrying from the Rotenboro to get inside. The 2nd photo is me sitting in the Rotenboro with my towel on my head. As you can see, the snow is
falling quite heavily now. It snowed several inches during the night. The 3rd shot is the final shot of the Rotenboro and is also the final shot of Tsuru Hot Spring (Tsuru-No-Yu). We left on an
11:10 AM bus for the main bus stop and from there back to Tazawako Station, where we took a train. We were then headed for Kazuya's House in Funagata, Yamagata Prefecture. We spent
the night of January 1st there with his parents.

Jan1st_Tsuru
NoYu094RC

Jan01_Tsuru_No_
Yu_28_RotenboroRC
Jan1st_Tsuru
NoYu079RC


  Here are 3 shots of the train which we took to Kazuya's house. The first shot is from inside the train car and it shows how iced up the windows were, we couldn't see much of
anything. The 2nd shot is what it looked like from outside of the train. The 3rd shot is what the front of the train looked like.

Jan01_Train
ToShinjo03RC
Jan01_Train
ToShinjo04RC

Jan01_Train
ToShinjo07RC

End January 1st, Begin January 2nd

  On January 2nd we took a train from Funagata (Kazuya's hometown Station) at 6:03 AM headed for Yonezawa. It was snowing heavily again, or still, and we had several delays.
We finally did get to Yonezawa Station though. The first shot here was taken at a shop inside of the Yonezawa Train Station. I'm sure that you have heard how expensive Japanese Beef is here's a great example. The package is 720 grams (1.587 pounds) for $169.75, or $106.96/pound! The 2nd shot is Yonezawa Station. We had a wait of about 1.5 hours at Yonezawa before
our next train so we took a walk and it started snowing like hell again. The 3rd shot is what it looked like as we walked down the street.

Jan02_Yonezawa
Station2Crop2RC

Jan02_Yonezawa
Station3RC

Jan02_Yonezawa
Walk01RC


  The first shot here is Uesugi Shrine in Yonezawa - as you can see, it's still snowing heavily. The 2nd shot is a Samurai Warrior Statue inside of Yonezawa Station. I took this picture
while we waited for our train. BUT - our train was canceled due to deep snow on the tracks and they put us all in buses and took us to a station about 1/2 way to our destination. From there
(Ima-Izumi) we were able to pick up the train again. The 3rd shot here is a shot from the bus at a station where we stopped to pick up some more people.
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Jan02_YonezawaWalk
04_UesugiShrineRC

Jan2nd030_
YonesakaLineRC
Jan02_Yonezawa
Station5RC


  Here is another shot taken from the bus on our way to Ima-Izumi Station. The 2nd shot is our train - at Ima-Izumi Station. We were now delayed by about 1 hour.

Jan02_BusTrain_
Yonezawa_to_ImaIzumi03RC

Jan2nd044_
YonesakaLineRC


  We finally did get to the end of that train line and got on the next train, BUT - again due to heavy snow - that train stopped totally and we had to get off and take a Shinkansen
Train for Echigo-Yuzawa. Seeing as Shinkansen passengers pay a lot more than people riding on local trains I guess that they work harder to keep the Shinkansen tracks clear. Seeing as our
discount tickets only allowed us to ride local trains, we had to shell out some additional hard cash. We arrived at Echigo Yuzawa at about 6:30 PM and went immediately to the Information
Center and the nice people there managed to find us a room in a nice Minshuku for a fair price. And, it had it's own Hot Spring too! These 2 shots were taken from the window of our room in
the Minshuku during a brief lull in the snow-storm. That's a ski area out there in the first photo. The 2nd photo shows the train station on the left side.

Jan02_Echigo_Yuzawa
_Minshuku_Scenery08RC

Jan02_Echigo_Yuzawa
_Minshuku_Scenery10RC

End January 2nd, Begin January 3rd

  On January 3rd we were headed for home. We hung out in Echigo-Yuzawa until a 12:49 PM local train. While we waited we went to a local Public Hot Spring which was quite nice.
The first shot here is a morning shot from the window of our Minshuku. The 2nd shot is from the Hot Spring where we went to bathe once more while we waited for our 12:49 PM train. As
you can see - the snow is deep AND it's snowing heavily again.
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Jan03_Echigo_Yuzawa
AreaSnowScenery01RC

Jan3rd026_
EchigoYuzawaRC


  Here is a shot of Echigo-Yuzawa Station as we returned there to catch our train. The 2nd and final shot of this adventure is our train as it pulls into the station. We got home about
5 hours later - not a single flake of snow here in Tokyo! This was our snow adventure for this winter I guess.

Jan03_Echigo_YuzawaArea
SnowScenery11_StationRC

Jan03_Echigo_YuzawaArea
SnowScenery14_StationRC

End January 3rd, Begin January 9th

  On January 9th Kazuya and I went to our local Nogawa Park and checked out the earliest spring flowers. We actually found that the Shibateranthis pinnatifida (Setsubun-sou in
Japanese) was blooming. There were only a very few blossoms at this early date, but they show us that spring will (probably) come. The first shot is a bud which is just starting to open. The
2nd shot here is a nice blossom. The 3rd shot is a beautiful reflection on one of the ponds. The water was perfectly still on this date. I took one shot which was underexposed and one shot
which was overexposed and used the Photomatix software to Tone-Map the 2 images into this one image. It's an interesting thing to try. It's called HDR (High Dynamic Range)
Photography. I tried it with several shots - an overexposed shot, an underexposed shot and one exposed about correctly and then tried to combine them into a single HDR photograph - this
was the only one which came out kind of nice. The technique is tougher than it sounds. If this type of thing interests you, check out this thread on the Digital Camera Resource website.
(Click Here)

Jan09_NogawaPark07_08
_Tonemapped_ReflectionRC
Jan09_NogawaPark18_
Shibateranthis_pinnatifidaRC

Jan09_NogawaPark05_
Shibateranthis_pinnatifidaRC


  We also found that the Asarum sp. was blooming, but that flower is not as impressive to find as Shibateranthis pinnatifida. The 2nd shot here is some seed heads of some unknown
plant. I Tone-Mapped this image using Photoshop with just one image (True HDR requires more than 1 image). The 3rd shot was Tone-Mapped using the Photomatix software. After the ToneMapping this shot shows the colors just about exactly as they truly were, which neither of the photos it was mapped from do!
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Jan09_NogawaPark
21_Asarum_spRC

Jan09_NogawaPark24_PS_
ToneMapped_SeedHeadsRC

Jan09_NogawaPark25_26_
ToneMapped_SunSettingRC

End January 9th, End Page 2
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 3 for the
continuation of this month's adventures.
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This is Page 3 of 4 - the best of January
2010!

Go To Page:

posted: January 31st, 2010

The photos on this page continue with the weekend of January 16th and 17th and go part of the way
through January 24th. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin January 16th

  On January 16th Kazuya had a brainstorm and we went off on a train towards Yamanashi City in Yamanashi Prefecture to go to a mountainside hot spring for sunrise on Sunday
morning. On the way we stopped off at this place which is famous for grapes and wine and wineries - Katsunuma-Budoukyou. These first 3 photos are there. The first shot shows some
vineyards and houses. The 2nd shot is about the same thing. The 3rd shot is the Katsunuma-Budoukyou Train Station. We hiked around this area for a couple of hours and then got back on
the train and went on to Isawa-Onsen, where we had reservations at a Youth Hostel.
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Jan16_Katsunuma_
Budoukyou_Scenery01RC

Jan16_Katsunuma_
Budoukyou_Scenery02RC

Jan16_Katsunuma_Budoukyou
_Scenery03_StationRC


  The first shot here is Isawa-Onsen (Hot Spring) station. We had reservations at the Isawa-Onsen Youth Hostel - which is shown in the 2nd photo. Apparently (we're not sure) every
place in this town gets free hot water from the Hot Spring there.

Jan16_Isawa_
Onsen02_StationRC

Jan16th_Isawa
Onsen004RC


  After we checked in to the Youth Hostel we walked around the Isawa-Onsen town. This first photo is a shot taken looking down a creek at sunset time. the 2nd shot is the same
photo, but I adjusted it in Photoshop with a filter called Shadow Illuminator Pro. It's really amazing what this filter can do for shadowy photos. I also adjusted the hue and saturation of this
photo after using the Shadow Illuminator Pro filter. The 3rd shot is a plate of Horse Meat Sashimi which we had as an appetizer with our supper. It was quite tasty, if a little chewy. You eat it
after dipping it in soy sauce and putting a bit of ground ginger and thinly sliced green onion on it. I also used the Shadow Illuminator Pro filter on this photo.

Jan16_Isawa_
Onsen08_SunsetRC

Jan16_Isawa_Onsen
08SIP_H_S_SunsetRC

Jan16_Isawa_Onsen09SIP
_HorseMeatSashimiRC

End January 16th, Begin January 17th

  On the 17th we got up at 4:30 AM and got dressed and took a 5:36 AM train to Yamanashi City to go to the Hotarakashi Hot Spring. This Hot Spring is several miles from the
Yamanashi City Train Station. We expected to be able to easily get a taxi from the station to the Hot Spring, but there were, very surprisingly, no taxis waiting at the station. It was difficult
to get a taxi too - Kazuya called the local taxi company - twice - to get a taxi and it still took them about 10 minutes to get to us at the train station. The first photo here was taken at 6:39
AM - before sunrise - the building shown is the entrance to the hot spring. The 2nd photo was taken at 6:40 AM - it is, of course, Mt. Fuji.

Jan17th_Hottarakashi
Onsen003RC
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  Here is another photo of Mt. Fuji - at 6:42 AM. The 2nd image is the same photo, but once again, I used that Shadow Illuminator Pro filter on it. I also increased the saturation just
a bit. The 3rd image is a side by side comparison of the first 2 images.

Jan17_A_Chi_Ra_HotSpring
_Fuji_Sunrise08_450

Jan17_A_Chi_Ra_HotSpring
_Fuji_Sunrise08RC

Jan17_A_Chi_Ra_HotSpring
_Fuji_Sunrise08SIP_SRC


  Here are two photos which show one of the hot pools. The first one was taken before sunrise - at 6:43 AM. The 2nd one was obviously taken after sunrise - at 7:24 AM.

Jan17th_Hottarakashi
Onsen012RC

Jan17th_Hottarakashi
Onsen019RC


  Here are the final 3 shots. The first one was taken at 8:38 AM, the 2nd one also at 8:38 AM, and the 3rd one was taken at 9:32 AM. Notice how the haze has increased from the
2nd photo to the 3rd photo, due mostly to the smoke rising from people's chimneys.

Jan17_A_Chi_Ra_
HotSpring_Fuji_15RC

Jan17_A_Chi_Ra_
HotSpring_Fuji_16RC

Jan17_A_Chi_Ra_
HotSpring_Fuji_25RC

End January 17th, Begin January 23rd

  On January 23rd Kazuya and I went, once again, to Nogawa Park to check on the progress of Spring Flowers. We found more of the Setsubun-sou (Shibateranthis pinnatifida) in
bloom than we did on our previous visit on January 9th, and we also found the very first Plum Blossoms of the season.

Jan23rd_NogawaPark005_
Shibateranthis_pinnatifidaRC

Jan23rd_NogawaPark
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008_PlumBlossomRC


  Here is one more Plum Blossom photo and one more Shibateranthis pinnatifida photo at Nogawa Park.

Jan23_NogawaPark_
PlumBlossom06RC

Jan23_NogawaPark_Shibateranthis
_pinnatifida_10_Rot_CropRC

End January 23rd, Begin January 24th

  On Sunday, the 24th, we went out to Okutama on the earliest Okutama Holiday Special Train. From there, we took a bus to Kawanori Bridge and hiked up the Mt. Kawanori Trail to
Hyakuhiro Waterfall. As you can see in the first photo - it was an incredibly beautiful blue sky day. The 2nd shot shows the very first waterfall along the trail. Kazuya shot this 2nd photo with
an exposure time of 1/6th second and an aperture of 5.6 (ISO = 80). The 3rd image has been Tone Mapped with the Photomatix software which I have mentioned previously. We both tried
to get shots of "water in motion" today.

Jan24_KawanoriTrail
_09_BlueSkyRC

Jan24_KawanoriTrail_
11TM_FirstWaterfallRC
Jan24th_Kawanori
HyakuhiroFall009RC


  In this row the 1st and 3rd shots show "water in motion". The first shot is not really a waterfall, just an area of swift and falling water. Kazuya shot it at 1/4th of a second with an
aperture of 6.3. The 2nd shot does not show water in motion - it is the 2nd waterfall along the trail. The 3rd shot again shows water in motion and it was shot at 1/5th second with an
aperture of 4.5. I also used Shadow Illuminator Pro to brighten this shot up a bit.

Jan24th_Kawanori
HyakuhiroFall014RC

Jan24_KawanoriTrail_
18_SecondWaterfallRC

Jan24_KawanoriTrail_
22SIP_ThirdWaterfallRC


  In my opinion, the first shot here is the best shot I took all day long. It is again, the 3rd waterfall along the trail. It was shot at 0.3 seconds with an aperture of 6.3. I rotated it just
a tiny bit to level it, then had to crop off the corners, then I used Shadow Illuminator Pro on it to lighten the shadows a bit. Finally I Tone-Mapped it with the Photomatix Tone-Mapping
Software; that is what reduced the bluish tones which you see in most of the other photos. The 2nd shot is an icy rock wall along the creek. Note the shadows in the creek. The 3rd shot, by
Kazuya, was shot at 1/8th of a second and an aperture of 4.5. It is also the 3rd Waterfall, from a slightly different angle.
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Jan24_KawanoriTrail_24Rotate_
Crop_SIP_ThirdWaterfall_BESTRC

Jan24th_Kawanori
HyakuhiroFall029RC
Jan24th_Kawanori
HyakuhiroFall037RC


  Here is a "mouseover" of the first image in Row 12 - the image you see is only rotated and Shadow Illuminator Pro used. The image you see when you hold your mouse over the
image is what you see above in Row 12 - after the image was Tone-Mapped with Photomatix Software. So, this mouseover shows you a great example of what you can accomplish with
Photomatix Tone-Mapping Software. This should be used strictly for comparison purposes.

End Page 3, but January 24th continues on Page 4
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Please continue on to page 4 for the
conclusion of this adventure and also for the conclusion of January!
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 4 of 4 - the best of January
2010!

Go To Page:

posted: January 31st, 2010

The photos on this page continue with January 24th and go through the end of the month. Click on any
thumbnail to begin.

January 24th Continues From Page 3

  The first 2 shots here are by Kazuya - ice on the rock with me, followed by a shot along the trail after we left the side of the creek. The 3rd shot is the first shot of our goal Hyakuhiro Waterfall. This one is again, "water in motion", and was shot at 1/20th second, F3.5 and ISO 80. You should really go back and take a look at the photos taken here in January,
2008 if you want to see some incredibly icy winter waterfall photos. The link is HERE and it will open in a new window (or tab).

Jan24th_Kawanori
HyakuhiroFall039RC

Jan24th_Kawanori
HyakuhiroFall040RC

Jan24th_Kawanori
HyakuhiroFall043RC


  Here are 3 more shots of Hyakuhiro Waterfall. The first was shot at 1/4 second, f7.1 and ISO 80. The 2nd shot was taken at 3/10 second, f7.1 and ISO 80. The 3rd photo was
taken at 3/10 second, f8.0, ISO 80.

Jan24_KawanoriTrail_
57_HyakuhiroWaterfallRC
Jan24_KawanoriTrail_
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44_HyakuhiroWaterfallRC

54_HyakuhiroWaterfallRC


  The first Image in this row is a composite image of 4 photos. There is also a larger version JPG file HERE (2.6 MB). The 2nd shot, another "water in motion" shot, was shot at 1/2
second, f8.0 and ISO 80. The 3rd photo was shot at 1/5th second, f8.0 and ISO 80.

Jan24_KawanoriTrail_
69_HyakuhiroWaterfallRC
Jan24_KawanoriTrail_59_60_61_
62_HyakuhiroWaterfallRC

Jan24th_Kawanori
HyakuhiroFall059RC


  Here is the final shot of Hyakuhiro waterfall. It was taken at 1/2 second, f8.0 and ISO 80. The 2nd shot is a weird kind of icicle hanging from a rock, just above the creek. It was
taken at 1/4 second, f7.1 and ISO 80. The 3rd shot is the same weird icicle, but zoomed in more. It was taken at 1/4 second, f7.1 and ISO 80.

Jan24_KawanoriTrail_
71_HyakuhiroWaterfallRC

Jan24_Kawanori
Trail_WeirdIce_77RC

Jan24_Kawanori
Trail_WeirdIce_79RC


  Here is a final weird ice shot - taken at 3/10 second, f8.0 and ISO 80. The 2nd shot is, of course, Kazuya.

Jan24_Kawanori
Trail_WeirdIce_83RC

Jan24_KawanoriTrail_76_
HyakuhiroWaterfall_KazuyaRC


  As we hiked back down the trail to the bus stop we caught the moon rising over the mountain. The 1st shot is zoomed just a little, but the 2nd shot is somewhat blurred and
distorted because it is zoomed to the maximum my camera can zoom - 48x.
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Jan24_Kawanori
Trail_Moon02RC

Jan24_Kawanori
Trail_Moon03RC

End January 24th, Begin January 30th

  On January 30th Kazuya and I went to Jindai Botanical Garden, near our house, to check and see if the Plums have started to bloom nicely yet. Although still quite far from the
peak of blooming, we found many Plum Blossoms and took several photos. The first and 3rd shots are, however, Adonis sp. flowers - this is a threatened species in the wild. These are
planted here. The center shot in this row is a reflection on the pond. It is out of chronological order for landscape mode and portrait mode balance.

Jan30_Jindai
BotGar031_AdonisRC

Jan30_Jindai
BotGar035_AdonisRC
Jan30_JindaiBotGar008
_Pond_ReflectionRC


  Here are 3 shots of Plum Blossoms. The 1st shot is Tone-Mapped and I also used Shadow Illuminator Pro on it. For the 2nd shot I used a fill-flash to illuminate the front of the
flowers. The 3rd shot, a beautiful one, has had nothing done to it.

Jan30_JindaiBotGar052
TM_SIP_Plum_BlossomRC

Jan30_JindaiBotGar
062_Plum_BlossomRC
Jan30_JindaiBotGar
042_Plum_BlossomRC


  Here are 3 more shots of Plum Blossoms. The 1st and 3rd shots have had nothing done to enhance them. I Tone-Mapped the center shot to bring out the beautiful pink color.

Jan30_JindaiBotGar
076_Plum_BlossomRC

Jan30_JindaiBotGar
079_Plum_BlossomRC
Jan30_JindaiBotGar
068TM_Plum_BlossomRC


  The first shot here is a Cropped and Shadow Illuminated photo of a Hamamelis sp. single flower. I made sure that I shot this at a small aperture to get everything in focus. The 2nd
shot has had Shadow Illuminator Pro used on it to brighten it up a bit. The 3rd shot has been both Tone-Mapped and had Shadow Illuminator Pro used on it.
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Jan30_JindaiBotGar
094SIP_Crop_HamamelisRC

Jan30_JindaiBotGar
110SIP_Plum_BlossomRC

Jan30_JindaiBotGar
115TM_SIP_Plum_BlossomRC

End January 30th, Begin January 31st

  On January 31st we went to Nogawa Park. We found more Shibateranthis pinnatifida and took several photos, but I was disappointed in all of mine. We did get some really amazing
photos of a Daurian Redstart or Jobitaki in Japanese (Phoenicurus auroreus). The first collage here is 3 of the best and the 2nd photo is a very nice one too. This bird was so amazingly
cooperative - it just sat there and sat there. We had to wait several minutes for it to move at all.

Jan31_NogawaPk_Phoenicurus_
auroreus_09_10_11_Crop_TMRC

Jan31_NogawaPk_Phoenicurus
_auroreus_54CropRC

End January 31st, End Page 4, End January 2010's Photos

  Here are links to separate web pages. The first link shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our Home Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV.
The 2nd link shows our entire DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for the weekend). The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can
click on the "Title" Column to sort that way if you desire. The 3rd link takes you to a set of pages which show you the FRONT coverart of all of our DVDs.

February 22, 2009 DVD Collection,
Movie of Home Theater System
& TV Pictures
(new window)

Our DVD Collection
Front Coverart Pages
Click Here.
(new window)

Link to DVD collection in DVD Profiler
Click Here.
(new window)

Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Google Search

✔

only search Kazuya's Blog site

Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback you
might have.
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We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Google Search

✔

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Japan - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
January 2011 - Favorite Photo
"A Heavy Snow" - at Tsuru-no-yu (Hot Spring of the Crane) in Akita Prefecture. December 31st, 12:18
PM.

JANUARY 2011: TWO Pages This Month FEATURING A New Year's Trip to Akita Prefecture and a Stay at Tsuru-no-yu (The Hot Spring of the Crane) * Beautiful Snow Scenery * Photos
of the Hot Spring * Photos of our Room * A Trip to Naruko Hot Spring Town * Photos from the Train * Ice on the Pond at Jindai Botanical Garden * Tree Peony Photos * The First Plum
Blossoms * Calliandra haematocephala * Victoria cruziana * Shibateranthis pinnatifida (Setsubunsou in Japanese) at Nogawa Park * Turdus naumanni - Dusky Thrush at Nogawa Park *
More     (Click on the Photo or on this text to go directly to the January photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.
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This is Page 1 of 2 - the best of January
2011!

Go To Page:

posted: January 31st, 2011

This page covers our New Year's Holiday Trip to Tsuru No Yu (The Hot Spring of the Crane) from December
31, 2010 through January 3, 2011. There are side journeys to Tazawako (Tazawa Lake) and Naruko Hot
Spring. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin December 31, 2010

  On December 30th at 4:49 AM we were on a train headed from our home station of Musashisakai to Morioka, way up north in Iwate Prefecture. We rode 10 trains - all local trains because we had a discount price ticket and that was all we could ride. We arrived in Morioka at 4:14 PM, just short of a 12 hour ride. I have no photos from that day which are amazing
enough so that I want to show them to you. The next morning, December 31st, we got up at 3:45 AM in a small Business Hotel and got packed and ready and went out to breakfast. From
there we went back to Morioka Station and took a train at 5:22 AM headed for Tazawako Station. The first photo in this row shows the train we rode from Morioka to Tazawako. The 2nd and
3rd photos show the area around Tazawako (Tazawa Lake) Station. We arrived there at about 6:10 AM and our bus did not leave until 6:55 AM, so we had a little while to kill time and take
photos. As you can see, it was snowing like hell - all the way from Morioka to Tazawako. We also came here last year for our New Year Holiday. If you're interested in comparing - please see
the January 2010 photos, pages 1 and 2. Page 1 is HERE (new window).

Dec31st_
Morioka002FRRC

Dec31_08FR_Tazawako
Station_NYearTripRC

Dec31_22FR_Tazawako
Station_NYearTripRC


  We took that 6:55 AM bus to Tazawako (Tazawa Lake) and hiked around the lake for a while, but it was snowing so hard that we couldn't see much. We took the next bus from
there headed for the Junction where we would begin our walk to the Tsuru No Yu (Hot Spring of the Crane) Hot Spring. The first 2 photos in this row show what it looked at Tazawa Lake. The
3rd photo shows the sign which is at the Junction where we started walking to our destination - Tsuru No Yu.

Dec31st_
Tazawako009FRRC

Dec31_27FR_
Tazawako_NYearTripRC

Dec31_30FR_Tsuru
NoYuRoad_NYearTripRC


  The 3 photos in this row show the scenery we saw as we hiked down the road from the junction to Tsuru No Yu. I kept using my flash because I discovered that it enhanced the
falling snow - made it sparkle, as you can see in all 3 of these photos.

Dec31_37FR_Tsuru
NoYuRoad_NYearTripRC

Dec31_35FR_Tsuru
NoYuRoad_NYearTripRC
Dec31_31FR_Tsuru
NoYuRoad_NYearTripRC
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  You can see that there is a lot of snow in that tree in the first photo. The 2nd photo shows some nice sparkles from the flash. The 3rd photo is just as we arrived at Tsuru No Yu our destination. We were extremely fortunate to be able to stay here 2 years in a row. We attempted to make reservations every week for about 4 weeks. Finally on December 28th, we
lucked out and somebody had just called and canceled! Talk about getting a room at the last minute!

Dec31_45FR_Tsuru
NoYuRoad_NYearTripRC

Dec31st_Tsuru
NoYu042FRRC
Dec31_43FR_Tsuru
NoYuRoad_NYearTripRC


  The first shot here is looking at the main entrance area of the Hot Spring. The 2nd photo shows me in one of the indoor baths. We arrived at around 11:00 AM, far too early to be
able to check into our room. We had a nice waiting area to relax in though, and we were allowed to use the baths while we waited. The 3rd photo shows some darn heavy snow!

Dec31_59FR_Tsuru
NoYuRoad_NYearTripRC

Dec31_65FR_Tsuru
NoYu_NYearTripRC
Dec31st_Tsuru
NoYu047FRRC


  For the first photo in this row I used the flash to enhance the snow again. The 2nd and 3rd photos show the large outdoor bath - the rotenboro. It is so amazing to sit in the hot
water with your towel on your head and see the snow build up on top of the towel before your eyes.

Dec31_66FR_Tsuru
NoYu_NYearTripRC

Dec31_68FR_Tsuru
NoYu_NYearTripRC

Dec31_72FR_Tsuru
NoYu_NYearTripRC


  We got into our room pretty early - at about 1:30 PM. This was the scene we saw when we looked out the window of our room. It is 2 photos stitched together. The 2nd photo is
another one of the rotenboro - the large outdoor bath. The 3rd photo is the same area as the 1st one, later in the day though. As you can see, the lights are on now and it has pretty much
stopped snowing.

Dec31_76_77_FR_Stitch
_TsuruNoYu_NYearTripRC
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Dec31_73FR_TsuruNo
Yu_NYearTripRC


  These 3 photos were all taken in our room! As you can see, it was a large room - rather amazing actually. Also rather expensive - more than we had hoped for, but when you have
to rely on a cancellation - well - beggars can't be choosers as the expression goes!

Dec31_83FR_Tsuru
NoYuRoom_NYearTripRC

Dec31st_Tsuru
NoYu072FRRC

Dec31_104FR_Tsuru
NoYuRoom_NYearTripRC


  Here is a night scene in first position. The 2nd shot shows the fire place in our room!! They had just come in and started the charcoal fire. In the 3rd shot we are cooking some fish
which they brought us and instructed us in cooking. After about 45 minutes or so they brought our supper and by then the fish were cooked. We had the most incredible supper - none of the
photos we took do it justice, unfortunately, as I had hoped to show at least one photo of the meal here. They also brought us a pot of stew for us to cook on the charcoal.

Dec31st_Tsuru
NoYu077FRRC

Dec31_123FR_TsuruNoYu
Room_Supper_NYearTripRC
Dec31_109FR_Tsuru
NoYuRoom_NYearTripRC


  After supper we bathed a couple of more times - the 1st shot here is a night scene as we walked towards the rotenboro. The 2nd shot is a poster for this Hot Spring. Note that it
says "Since 1650" - hmm, wonder what was here in 1650? The 3rd shot is another night scene.

Dec31_136FR_Tsuru
NoYu_NYearTripRC

Dec31_135FR_Tsuru
NoYu_NYearTripRC
Dec31_132FRCrop_Tsuru
NoYuPoster_NYearTripRC


  Here are 3 more night scenes - all of the rotenboro. Last year when we were here we were in this rotenboro at midnight. They must have had some problems last year - people
were drinking wine in the pool - maybe some broken glass in the pool or something like that, because this year they warned us when we checked in that the rotenboro would be closed from
around 10:00 PM to 1:00 AM for cleaning. Hmmm, did they really clean?! We don't actually think so, but we didn't go out at midnight to see. And, that ends December 31, 2010. HAPPY
NEW YEAR.
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Dec31_138FR_Tsuru
NoYu_NYearTripRC

Dec31_141FR_Tsuru
NoYu_NYearTripRC

Dec31_139FR_Tsuru
NoYu_NYearTripRC

End December 31, 2010, Begin January 1, 2011

  Now it's 2011! The first 2 shots were taken pretty early in the morning - we bathed again before breakfast, which was served at 7:00 AM. The 3rd shot shows the breakfast area about 1/2 of it. We were in about the center of the room, so this shot shows the area of the room in front of me.

Jan1st_Tsuru
NoYu009FRRC

Jan01_07FR_Tsuru
NoYu_NYearTripRC

Jan01_14FR_TsuruNo
YuBreakfast_NYearTripRC


  The 3 shots in this row are all of the large outdoor bath - the rotenboro. This is one of the few hot springs in Japan where the hot water actually enters the bath from directly under
the pond and is NOT piped into the pool from some distance away. That means that there are some places where the water is extremely hot. The 2nd shot is me and the 3rd shot is Kazuya.

Jan1st_Tsuru
NoYu029FRRC

Jan1st_Tsuru
NoYu036FRRC

Jan01_25FR_Tsuru
NoYu_NYearTripRC


  No snow today - a blue sky day! Amazing! Last year when we were here it never stopped snowing. The 2nd shot is a nice photo of the entryway and shows one of their New Year's
Gate Decorations (Kado Matsu). The 3rd shot is Tazawako (Tazawa Lake). This image is Tone-mapped with Photomatix Pro using the Details Enhancer Option. It was created from 3 exposure
bracketed photos combined into one image. It was taken from the Alps Komakusa Area - where we waited for the city bus. This is where the Hot Spring bus dropped us off. That's all for
January 1st. We spent some hours on trains today getting to Kazuya's hometown of Funagata, in Yamagata Prefecture and there were no more great photos.

Jan01_57_58_59_FR_TMDE_
ArapuKomakusaArea_NYearTripRC

Jan1st_Tsuru
NoYu072FRRC
Jan1st_Tsuru
NoYu069FRRC

End January 1st, Begin January 2nd

  Now it's January 2nd. We were staying at Kazuya's house and we decided to take a train and go to Naruko Onsen (Hot Spring) today. The 3 photos in this row were taken from the
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train windows as we traveled.

Jan2_13FR_
TrainToNarukoRC

Jan2_16FR_
TrainToNarukoRC

Jan2_19FR_
TrainToNarukoRC


  At Naruko Onsen Town we visited 2 different hot springs. These 2 photos show Kazuya and myself standing in front of Taki No Yu - the Hot Spring of the Waterfall. Yes, it had
waterfalls in the hot spring pools. After this one, we went to a 2nd Hot Spring, but it was not attractive from the outside at all - some ultra-modern building with no design sense at all. And,
that's all for January 2nd.

Jan2_32FR_Naruko
HotSpringsRC

Jan2nd_Funagata
_Naruko023FRRC

End January 2nd, Begin January 3rd

  On January 3rd we headed for home. We were on trains from 5:58 AM until about 4:30 PM. The 2 shots in this row were taken from the train windows as we passed through the
Takahata Area. It was foggy and interesting. In the 2nd photo you will have to study closely to determine what is reflection and what can actually be seen out the window I am looking
through!

Jan3rd_
Takahata009FRRC

Jan3_07FR_TrainComing
Home_WiresRemovedRC


  Here are the final 2 shots from our New Year's Trip - these also were taken as we passed trough the Takahata Area.

Jan3rd_
Takahata015FRRC

Jan3rd_
Takahata020FRRC

End January 3rd, End Page 1
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation and conclusion of this month's adventures.
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
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This is Page 2 of 2 - the best of January
2011!

Go To Page:

posted: January 31st, 2011

This page begins Sunday, January 9th - a trip to Jindai Botanical Garden - and takes you through January
28th - a trip to Nogawa Park to check on the progress of spring. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin January 9th

  On January 9th Kazuya went to Jindai Botanical Garden right at opening time. We wanted to try and find Frost Flowers. Wd found some, but they were so very tiny compared to the
ones which we found at Mt. Takao last month (HERE) (will open in new window) that we didn't bother to take a single photo. We did find ice on the main pond (first shot) - which is rather
rare for us to see. They also had a couple of little bonsai displays (2nd photo) and several displays of the "Seven Spring Vegetables" (3rd photo). I don't know the names of all of these edible
vegetables, but 1 of them is daikon, another is turnip and a 3rd is chickweed. That's all I know.

Jan09_01SIPFR_
JindaiBG_IcyPondRC

Jan09_08FR_Jindai
BG_CuteBonsaiRC

Jan09_13FR_Jindai
BG_7SpringPlantsRC


  They had a fairly nice outdoor display of Tree Peonies, one of which you can see in the first photo. We went to the Plum Garden and found a few of the Plum Blossoms to be open
already (2nd and 3rd shots).

Jan09_18FR_Jindai
BG_TreePeonyRC

Jan09_21SIPFR_Jindai
BG_FirstPlumBlossomsRC

Jan09_22FR_Jindai
BG_FirstPlumBlossomsRC


  Here is one exquisite Plum Blossom in first position. I used the Magnetic Lasso in Photoshop to Lasso just the flower and then used Shadow Illuminator Pro ONLY on the flower.
Then I copied that flower and pasted it into a new canvas. I like it - hope that you do too. The 3rd shot has not been adjusted in any way.
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Jan09_32SIPFR_MagneticLasso
_JindaiBG_FirstPlumBlossomsRC

Jan09_34FR_JindaiBG_
FirstPlumBlossomsRC
Jan09_32SIPFRLassoCrop_
JindaiBG_FirstPlumBlossomsRC


  We took a quick trip through the greenhouse and we found this Calliandra haematocephala to be in bloom, we had never seen it in bloom before. The 2nd and 3rd shots are a
flower which I have shown you before. I think I finally got it perfectly this time and I won't have to photograph it again. The 2nd and 3rd images are both 3-exposure bracketed photos of an
Amazon Basin Water Lily - Victoria cruziana. I took 3-exposure bracketed exposures in each case and then Tone-mapped them with the Details Enhancer Option of Photomatix Pro. For
comparison - the October photos are on Page 1 in Row 1 HERE (new window) and the December photos are on Page 2 in Row 5 HERE (new window).

Jan09_54FR_JindaiBG_Green
house_Calliandra_haematocephalaRC

Jan09_62_63_64FR_TMDE_
JindaiBG_Victoria_cruzianaRC

Jan09_68_69_70FR_TMDE_
JindaiBG_Victoria_cruzianaRC

End January 9th, Begin January 28th

  On January 28th Kazuya and I went to Nogawa Park to check on the progress of spring. We found the Shibateranthis pinnatifida (Setsubunsou in Japanese) to be barely started
blooming. Quite often it is better than this by now. This is the first spring "ground" flower.

Jan28_04FR_NogawaPk_
Shibateranthis_pinnatifidaRC

Jan28_06FR_NogawaPk_
Shibateranthis_pinnatifidaRC


  Here are 2 more shots of very small Shibateranthis pinnatifida (Setsubunsou in Japanese).

Jan28_09FR_NogawaPk_
Shibateranthis_pinnatifidaRC

Jan28_10FR_NogawaPk_
Shibateranthis_pinnatifidaRC


  We found some birds, but the only one which cooperated with us by sitting around long enough to be photographed was this Dusky Thrush (Turdus naumanni).
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Jan28_13FR_NogawaPk_Turdus
_naumanni_Dusky_ThrushRC

Jan28_17FR_NogawaPk_Turdus
_naumanni_Dusky_ThrushRC

Jan28_18FR_NogawaPk_Turdus
_naumanni_Dusky_ThrushRC

End January 28th, End Page 2, End January 2011's Photos

  Here are links to separate web pages - all of them will open in a new window (or new tab). The first link shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our Home
Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV. The 2nd link shows our entire DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for the weekend).
The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on the "Title" Column to sort that way if you desire. The 3rd link shows our entire DVD collection in php DVD Profiler, which is
much more sophisticated than the plain vanilla DVD Profiler just above it. The 4th link takes you to a set of pages which show you the FRONT cover-art of our entire DVD collection.

February 22, 2009 - DVD Collection & Home Theater System

Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Google Search

✔

only search Kazuya's Blog site

(will open in new window)
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback you
might have.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Google Search

✔

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Japan - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
January 2012 - Favorite Photo
"Hyakuhiro Waterfall" - Summer and Winter Contrast Photos. July 3rd, 2004 - 12:32 PM & January 29th
2012, 12:12 PM.

JANUARY 2012: THREE Pages This Month FEATURING New Year's Trip to Tsuru-No-Yu (Hot Spring of the Crane) - Akita Prefecture * Trip to the Bousou Peninsula for Daffodil Viewing *
Crossing Tokyo Bay by Ferry * Mt. Takao and Frost Flowers * Icy Hyakuhiro Waterfall in Western Tokyo * More     (Click on the Photo or on this text to go directly to the January
photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.
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This is Page 1 of 3 - the best of January
2012!

Go To Page:

posted: January 31st, 2012

This page actually begins with December 31st, 2011 - our 3rd Annual New Year's Trip to the North Country
of Akita Prefecture and visit to the Tsuru-No-Yu - the Hot Spring of the Crane. It ends at the end of the day
on January 2nd, 2012 - the end of this adventure. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin December 31st, 2011

  On December 30, 2011 Kazuya and I got up at 3:00 AM, got ready and left for our local train station. We took a 4:37 AM train from there. Ten trains and 11.75 hours later we were
in Morioka City in Iwate Prefecture. We stayed the night in a cheap business hotel there and got up at 3:45 AM on the 31st, got ready and left the hotel. We took the 5:22 AM train from
Morioka to Tazawako (Tazawa Lake) Station, arriving there at 6:09 AM. We killed time until the first bus at 6:55 AM. The first photo here, in front of Tazawako Station, was taken just a short
time before the bus came. We took the bus to Tazawa Lake itself and walked around there for around an hour shooting photos of the scenery. As you can see in the 3rd shot - the sun came
out for us. This was the 3rd time we had been here, but the first time it was not snowing! If you want to see what it was like in other years then please CLICK HERE for our trip here for New
Year's 2010, AND HERE for our trip here for New Year's 2011.

Dec31st002
_TazawakoRC

Dec31st003
_TazawakoRC

Dec31_Tazawako
Area_11RC


  Here are 3 more shots of Tazawa Lake. These 3 shots show relatively distant scenery.

Dec31_Tazawako
Area_14RC

Dec31_Tazawako
Area_16RC

Dec31_Tazawako
Area_31RC


  Still at Tazawa Lake - here are 2 shots taken through a tree and the 3rd shot is an interesting hillside.

Dec31_Tazawako
Area_38RC
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Area_39RC

Dec31_Tazawako
Area_41RC
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  This year, after we left Tazawa Lake on the bus we took it all the way to the end of the line, which we had never done before. This is a large Hot Spring area, so this year we
decided to check out some of the other Hot Springs in the area. This entire area is known as the Nyuto Hot Spring Area. After we took the bus to the end of the line, we hiked for around 20
minutes to the Magoroku Hot Spring. We bathed in their outdoor pool - very nice! Then we hiked back towards the bus stop and bathed at another Hot Spring - the Ohgama Hot Spring. Then
we took the bus back to the entry road to our final destination - Tsuru-No-Yu (Hot Spring of the Crane). Anyway -- The first shot in this row shows one of the buildings of the Ohgama Hot
Spring. The 2nd and 3rd shots show the hike to the Magoroku Hot Spring under a mostly sunny sky.

Dec31st033_
OhgamaOnsenRC

Dec31_Oogama
HotSpringArea_44RC

Dec31st036_
MagorokuOnsenRC


  Continuing the hike to Magoroku Hot Spring. Can you notice that the 3rd shot is merely zoomed in to a specific area which is in the 2nd shot?

Dec31_WalkingTo
MagorokuHotSpring_47RC

Dec31_WalkingTo
MagorokuHotSpring_48RC

Dec31_WalkingTo
MagorokuHotSpring_49RC


  And, still continuing the hike to Magoroku Hot Spring. The 3rd shot is the main building of Magoroku Hot Spring.

Dec31st045_
MagorokuOnsenRC

Dec31st047_
MagorokuOnsenRC
Dec31_WalkingTo
MagorokuHotSpring_54RC


  Now we have taken the bus back to the entry road of Tsuru-No-Yu and we'll now hike for 1 hour to our final destination.
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Dec31st065
_TsuruNoYuRC

Dec31_WalkingToTsuru
NoYu_HotSpring_66RC

Dec31_WalkingToTsuru
NoYu_HotSpring_69RC


  Although it was not snowing this day - there was more snow here than there had been the previous 2 times we were here.

Dec31_WalkingToTsuru
NoYu_HotSpring_72RC

Dec31_WalkingToTsuru
NoYu_HotSpring_76RC

Dec31_WalkingToTsuru
NoYu_HotSpring_77RC


  We are still hiking to Tsuru-No-Yu in these 3 photos. I really like the first shot in this row for some reason - how about you?

Dec31st093
_TsuruNoYuRC

Dec31st103
_TsuruNoYuRC

Dec31_WalkingToTsuru
NoYu_HotSpring_83RC


  The first shot in this row is zoomed in to a specific spot in the previous shot. In the 2nd shot - we are nearing Tsuru-No-Yu, our final destination. In the 3rd shot - we have arrived!

Dec31_WalkingToTsuru
NoYu_HotSpring_84RC

Dec31_WalkingToTsuru
NoYu_HotSpring_85RC

Dec31st106
_TsuruNoYuRC


  WOW! What an amazing blue sky! The 2nd shot shows me in one of the indoor Hot Springs. The 3rd shot was taken from the window of our room.
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Dec31st110
_TsuruNoYuRC

Dec31st113
_TsuruNoYuRC

Dec31_TsuruNoYu_Hot
Spring_FromRoom_95RC


  We ended up in the very same room we had last year! And, here are the fish cooking in the fireplace once again! They brought a very wonderful dinner to our room at about 6:00
PM and we spent the next hour or more eating that, beside the fireplace. Seeing as there was no snow to shovel, they put the employees to work making holes in the snow banks for candles.
Then they lit the candles and we took several shots at various exposure times and various settings of our cameras. Of course many of them were blurry due to movement. Here are 5 of the
best ones (this row and the next row).

Dec31_TsuruNoYu_
HotSpring_Room_104RC

Dec31_TsuruNoYu_
HotSpring_Outdoors_108RC

Dec31st124
_TsuruNoYuRC

Dec31_TsuruNoYu_Hot
Spring_Outdoors_114RC

Dec31st138
_TsuruNoYuRC


  Here are the 3 final shots of candles in the snow banks.

Dec31st127
_TsuruNoYuRC


  Here is a shot I took of the same indoor Hot Spring as shown above. The 2nd image is actually 2 shots fused together manually, which I believe shows more or less the actual color
of this room and this water. It was an interesting challenge to create this image!

Dec31_TsuruNoYu
_HotSpring_123RC

Dec31_TsuruNoYu_HotSpring
_123_124_ManualFusion2RC

End December 31st, 2011, Begin January 1st, 2012 - Happy New Year

  Now it's January 1st - HAPPY NEW YEAR! Here is the same passageway as shown in Row 11, but now it's around 6:30 AM and the lights are on. The 2nd and 3rd shots are of the
big outdoor rotenboro.
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Jan1st001
_TsuruNoYuRC

Jan1st013
_TsuruNoYuRC

Jan1_TsuruNoYu
Rotenboro_05RC


  Here are 3 more shots of the rotenboro - it's still early in the morning of January 1st, so not many people are up and about yet. In the center shot - that's me!

Jan1st019
_TsuruNoYuRC

Jan1st021
_TsuruNoYuRC

Jan1st023
_TsuruNoYuRC


  Now we are preparing to leave. Here is the entryway to the area as we leave. The 2nd shot is the creek beside the rotenboro - you can see steam rising on the left side of the
photo. The 3rd shot is Tazawa Lake from the Alps Komakusa bus stop and visitor center. The Hot Spring bus left us here to wait for the municipal bus.

Jan1_TsuruNo
Yu_Outdoors_08RC

Jan1_TsuruNo
Yu_Outdoors_11RC

Jan1_AlpsKomakusa
Area_14RC


  Here are 2 more shots from the Alps Komakusa Area. The 2nd shot shows Mt. Akita Komagatake. Does that name sound familiar to you? We climbed that mountain in June, 2011
and there are lots of photos of that mountain back with the June photos HERE. We could see this (Alps Komakusa) area from one particular place on one of those summits. After we took the
municipal bus back to Tazawako Station we took trains to Kazuya's hometown and spent that night at his hometown.

Jan1_AlpsKomakusa
Area_16RC

Jan1st052_
AlpaKomakusaRC

End January 1st, Begin January 2nd

  On January 2nd, 2012 we took trains from Kazuya's hometown - Funagata, in Yamagata Prefecture - to this place Nakayamadaira-Onsen Station. This is a rather famous Hot Spring
town. We then walked from the station to the actual Nakayamadaira-Onsen and the next 2 photos show some steam pipes that come up out of the ground. WOW! There were lots of
steaming places on the walk from the station to the Hot Spring.
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Jan2_NakaYama
DairaOnsenStation_04RC

Jan2nd014_
NakayamaDairaRC
Jan2_WalkingToNaka
YamaDairaOnsen_07RC


  Here is the most beautiful outdoor bath at the Nakayamadaira-Onsen which we visited. This place was a large and luxurious hotel that had open entry to non-customers from 9:30
AM until 5:00 PM or something like that. I can't recall the precise times when the baths are open to the public. The 2nd shot shows a bunch of masks which were for sale at a restaurant (and
mask store?) near the Nakayamadaira-Onsen. After we finished here we went back to the train station and then back to Tokyo - and home by the end of the day. It was a short New Year
Holiday this year.

Jan2_NakaYamaDaira
OnsenRotenboro_10RC

Jan2_NakaYamaDairaOnsen
AreaRestaurantMasks_12RC

End January 2nd, End Page 1
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation of this month's adventures.

(will open in new window)

(will open in new window)
[PASSWORD PROTECTED]

Maybe you have missed this page so far so I thought I'd call
it to your attention.
(will open in new window)
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 3 - the best of January
2012!

Go To Page:

posted: January 31st, 2012

This page begins with January 8th - a trip to a new place in Chiba Prefecture to see a place which is famous
for all of the Daffodils. The next, and final, outing on this page is a trip to and climb of Mt. Takao on January
15th. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin January 8th

  Well, actually you should look at the 2nd photo in this row first - it is a photo of Tokyo Sky Tree which was taken from the train as we took a trip to Chiba Prefecture (It was placed
in center position for "balance"). The Tokyo Sky Tree is a broadcasting, restaurant and observation tower under construction in Sumida, Tokyo, Japan. When completed (in early 2012), the
tower will have a height of 634.0 meters (=2,080 ft). One of Tokyo Sky Tree's main purposes will be as a television and radio broadcasting tower. Tokyo's current broadcasting tower, Tokyo
Tower, is at 333 m (=1,093 ft), no longer tall enough to give complete digital terrestrial television broadcasting coverage as it is surrounded by many high-rise buildings. When completed,
the Tokyo Sky Tree will be the tallest tower in the world beating Canton Tower (600 m = 1,969 ft), the tallest structure on an island, beating Taipei 101 and the second tallest structure in the
world, after the Burj Khalifa. (Thanks to Wikipedia for above information.) This photo had some wires which had to be removed with Photoshop. Now, let's go to the first photo in the row - it
shows Hota Station, in Chiba Prefecture. We had never visited any place in Chiba Prefecture before and so this was all a new adventure for us. Chiba is on the Bousou Peninsula - south and
east of Tokyo. We went there because Kazuya read about some mountain road which is famous for all of the Daffodils which grow wild there. The particular species which grows here is
Narcissus tazetta var. chinensis. The 3rd photo shows a scene from the mountain road before we got to the Daffodil area.

Jan08_13_Hota
Station_ChibaRC

Jan08_15_HikingOnDaffodil
Road_Kyonan_Machi_ChibaRC
Jan08_01_TokyoSky
Tree_WiresRemovedRC


  Okay, now we have reached the Daffodil Area. An amazing number of Narcissus tazetta var. chinensis were growing here - we hiked up this road for maybe 2 miles or so and there
were Daffodils everywhere!
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Jan8th009_
KyonanmachiRC

Jan8th012_
KyonanmachiRC

Jan8th015_
KyonanmachiRC

Jan08_31_HikingOnDaffodil
Road_Kyonan_Machi_ChibaRC

Jan8th019_
KyonanmachiRC


  Here are 3 more shots of Narcissus tazetta var. chinensis.

Jan08_27_HikingOnDaffodil
Road_Kyonan_Machi_ChibaRC


  Here is a shot of a bush filled with an amazing number of red berries. I noticed this bush off through the brush when I was taking a photo of a small bunch of Daffodils. The 2nd
and 3rd shots are of course 2 more shots of Daffodils (Narcissus tazetta var. chinensis).

Jan08_37_HikingOnDaffodil
Road_Kyonan_Machi_ChibaRC

Jan8th024_
KyonanmachiRC

Jan8th035_
KyonanmachiRC


  These 3 photos are all kind of overviews of the kind of area we hiked through. Note the oranges on the tree in the 3rd photo.

Jan08_44_HikingOnDaffodil
Road_Kyonan_Machi_ChibaRC

Jan08_48_HikingOnDaffodil
Road_Kyonan_Machi_ChibaRC


  Here is one more overview photo in 1st position and then 2 shots which show an incredible number of Daffodils.
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Jan8th052_
KyonanmachiRC

Jan8th058_
KyonanmachiRC

Jan08_63_HikingOnDaffodil
Road_Kyonan_Machi_ChibaRC


  And, here are the final 2 shots taken along Suisen (Daffodil) Road. After enjoying the beautiful Daffodils we hiked back to Hota Station. We were planning to take the Tokyo Bay
Ferry across the bay to Kurihama, so we had to go back on the train just one station - to Hama-Kanaya Station. We had to kill some time near Hota Station before the next train and the
Pacific Ocean beach was only a 5 minute walk from the station, so we went down and checked it out.

Jan8th075_
KyonanmachiRC

Jan08_70_HikingOnDaffodil
Road_Kyonan_Machi_ChibaRC

Jan8th089_
KyonanmachiRC


  Some property owners on the beach had some of these HUGE Aloe plants (Aloe arborescens) growing in their yards and it was the proper time of the year for them to be in bloom.
Amazing!

Jan8th090_
KyonanmachiRC
Jan8th085_
KyonanmachiRC

Jan08_74_Huge
AloeNearBeachRC


  Here is one final shot from the beach near Hota Station. The 2nd shot was taken from Hama-Kanaya Station - we could see Mt. Nokogiri and happened to notice that there were
several places that looked like the rock had been cut away for some reason. Why, to make tunnels, to mine for something, why?! Kazuya searched it on the internet and found that the rock
had been cut out for building construction. Apparently it is really good rock for buildings. The 3rd shot was taken from the deck of the ferry which we took to go from here to Kurihama. Note
that Mt. Nokogiri also shows in the background of this photo.
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Jan8th094_
KyonanmachiRC

Jan08_82_Mt_Nokogiri
_FromHamaKanayaRC

Jan8th104_
HamaKanayaRC


  Here are 3 shots taken from the deck of the ferry as we crossed Tokyo Bay from Hama-Kanaya to Kurihama.

Jan8th107_
TokyoBayFerryRC

Jan08_89_FromThe
FerryToKurihamaRC

Jan08_100_FromThe
FerryToKurihamaRC


  Here is a final shot which was taken from the deck of the ferry as we crossed Tokyo Bay. The 2nd shot is a map which shows the large circular route we traveled today. Note that
"Home" is near the upper left corner and we traveled in a clockwise direction from home. We bought a special train ticket for the trip to Tsuru-No-Yu for New Year's and we were allowed to
use it for 5 "all-day" rides on local trains. We were using up the last part of that ticket on this day. We have never before traveled in a circle such as the one we traveled today; we generally
go out on a train and then return home along the same route that we went on.

Jan08_110_FromThe
FerryToKurihamaRC

Jan08_TravelMap
_CropSmallNamesRC

End January 8th, Begin January 15th

  On January 15th we went out to Mt. Takao and we were feeling wimpish, so we took the chairlift up about two-thirds of the way to the summit. We were specifically looking for
frost flowers on this trip, so we had to had to hike out to I-Ccho-Daira. My point is that we still had a good hike even after riding the chairlift. The 2nd photo was taken at one of the temples
on Mt. Takao and it shows a statue of "Tengu" - the long-nosed god. The 3rd shot has been cropped and is shown to you actual size so that you can see the nose.

Jan15th_MtTakao
001_ChairliftRC

Jan15_02_MtTakao
_LongNosedGodRC

Jan15_02Part_
MtTakao_LongNosedGod


  We found frost flowers - as you can see in all 3 photos in this row, but they were very small. It seems that my guess last month was correct - that there has been so little
precipitation this year (28 days with no precipitation at the time these photos were taken) so that there is just not enough moisture in the soil to create nice frost flowers. If you go to the
"Complete List Of All Photos" page HERE (will open in new window) and do a text search for "frost flowers" you will find photos which we took in December 2011, December 2010, December
2009, December 2008, January 2008, January 2007 and December 2005. Alternately, you can use the "Google Search" box just below this text. These occur here in Japan on the stems of
Keiskea japonica, in your country they may occur on a different plant. Knowledge of the formation of these amazing "flowers" is not well understood, but the best and most complete
knowledge about them appears to be well summarized HERE (will open in new window). Note that the ice is coming OUT OF a plant stem. A Google search for "Frost flowers" will give you
more results than you want to look at. These things are SO AMAZING!

Frost Flowers

Google Search
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Jan15_05_MtTakao
_FrostFlowerRC

Jan15th_MtTakao
004_FrostFlowerRC

Jan15_09_MtTakao
_FrostFlowerRC


  Here is a final frost flower shot and then a shot of an unknown tree which has red berries.

Jan15_12_MtTakao
_FrostFlowerRC

Jan15_17_MtTakao
_RedBerryTreeRC


  These 3 images are all the same photo. The first one is the original shot of Mt. Fuji taken from I-Ccho-Daira. In the 2nd one I attempted to enhance it by using Shadow Illuminator
Pro. In the 3rd one I attempted to enhance it by merely adjusting the exposure in Photoshop. As you can see, it was a hazy day.

Jan15_14R_Mt
Takao_MtFujiRC

Jan15_14RSIP_Mt
Takao_MtFujiRC

Jan15_14RExp_Mt
Takao_MtFujiRC

End January 15th, End Page 2
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 3 for the
continuation of this month's adventures.

(will open in new window)

(will open in new window)
[PASSWORD PROTECTED]

Maybe you have missed this page so far so I thought I'd call
it to your attention.
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 3 of 3 - the best of January
2012!

Go To Page:

posted: January 31st, 2012

This page begins and ends with January 29th and a trip to Hyakuhiro Waterfall. We try to go out and see the
icy Hyakuhiro Waterfall every year in hopes that it will be very icy. This winter has been a cold one so we
were hoping for some spectacular scenery. We were not disappointed - and we think you'll agree as you
view the 34 photos we have selected to show you. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin January 29th

  The first photo in this row shows the trail we hiked to get to Hyakuhiro Waterfall. The 2nd photo is a 2 shot panorama (vertical) of a small and icy waterfall we passed as we hiked.
The 3rd shot is another one of the trail and this one shows 2 hikers coming along behind us. This trail also leads to Mt. Kawanori, so not everybody on this trail is just hiking to the waterfall.
If you go to the "Complete List Of All Photos" page HERE (will open in new window) and do a text search for "hyakuhiro" you will find photos which we have taken over previous winters.
Alternately, you can use the "Google Search" box just below this text. We do not know the height of this waterfall - one website says it's 40 meters. We have been to Hyakuhiro Waterfall in
the summer only one time - when we climbed Mt. Kawanori. You can find summer photos of it - for contrast - down in Row #5 on this page!

hyakuhiro waterfall

Google Search

✔

only search danwiz.com

Jan29th_Hyakuhiro
Waterfall004RC

Jan29th_Hyakuhiro
Waterfall006RC
Jan29_20_21_Panorama_Hyaku
HiroWaterfallIcyTrailRC


  Here are 3 photos of a very icy rock wall which we passed as we hiked up the trail. This place is always icy in the winter when we come here, but we've never before seen this
much ice here!
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Jan29th_Hyakuhiro
Waterfall023RC
Jan29_23_HyakuHiro
WaterfallIcyTrailRC

Jan29_25_HyakuHiro
WaterfallIcyTrailRC


  Here is a shot of Kazuya taking shots of the icy wall shown just above, another shot of the icy wall and looking upstream and then another shot of the trail. We've never seen this
much snow here before.

Jan29_27_HyakuHiro
WaterfallIcyTrailRC

Jan29_28_HyakuHiro
WaterfallIcyTrailRC

Jan29th_Hyakuhiro
Waterfall033RC


  And now we have arrived at Hyakuhiro Waterfall. The first shot shows some other people for scale. We were absolutely amazed by the amount of ice this winter!

Jan29th_Hyakuhiro
Waterfall035RC

Jan29_35_HyakuHiro
WaterfallWithIceRC

Jan29_38_HyakuHiro
WaterfallWithIceRC

One Row of Summer Views - for Contrast

  Here are the 3 summer shots which I told you I'd show you - for contrast. These were taken on July 3, 2004 and you can find these same photos on the July 2004 photos page.
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MtKawaNoriBig
Waterfall01RC.jpg

MtKawaNoriBig
Waterfall03RC.jpg

MtKawaNoriBig
Waterfall08RC.jpg

And Now Return to January 29th

  That's me in the first photo. The 2nd and 3rd photos are zoomed shots of various portions of the waterfall.

Jan29th_Hyakuhiro
Waterfall057RC

Jan29_44_HyakuHiro
WaterfallWithIceRC

Jan29_46_HyakuHiro
WaterfallWithIceRC


  Here are 3 more zoomed shots of various parts of the waterfall.

Jan29_48_HyakuHiro
WaterfallWithIceRC

Jan29_50_HyakuHiro
WaterfallWithIceRC
Jan29_56_HyakuHiro
WaterfallWithIceRC


  Here is one more zoomed shot and then 2 shots with people for scale.
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Jan29_57_HyakuHiro
WaterfallWithIceRC

Jan29th_Hyakuhiro
Waterfall077RC

Jan29th_Hyakuhiro
Waterfall078RC


  That's Kazuya in the first 2 shots - note how much taller than Kazuya that cone is!! The 3rd shot is me and shows the entire waterfall.

Jan29_62_HyakuHiro
WaterfallWithIceRC

Jan29_64_HyakuHiro
WaterfallWithIceRC

Jan29th_Hyakuhiro
Waterfall088RC


  The first shot in this row just shows the upper portion of Hyakuhiro Waterfall. The 2nd shot shows the trail which you must use to come down here. The 3rd shot is another one
which is zoomed in to a small portion of the waterfall.

Jan29_65_HyakuHiro
WaterfallWithIceRC

Jan29_66_HyakuHiro
WaterfallWithIceRC
Jan29_68_HyakuHiro
WaterfallWithIceRC


  The first 2 photos show what it looks like when you are close to the base of the cone and looking up. The 3rd shot is a another zoomed photo.
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Jan29th_Hyakuhiro
Waterfall096RC
Jan29th_Hyakuhiro
Waterfall092RC

Jan29_73_HyakuHiro
WaterfallWithIceRC


  In the first photo you can see the top of the ice cone and all the way up from there. The 2nd shot just shows the upper portion.

Jan29th_Hyakuhiro
Waterfall114RC

Jan29th_Hyakuhiro
Waterfall119RC


  These 2 images were both created from 3 exposure-bracketed photos with Photomatix Pro. The 1st one was created using the Details Enhancer Option and the 2nd one was created
using the Tone Compressor Option. This was a scenic spot we passed by on our way back to the bus stop. The lighting conditions were such that it was impossible to get a decent photo. If I
showed you any of the 3 photos which these 2 images were created from, you would say "they are garbage - throw them out".

Jan29_102_103_104_TMDE_
HyakuHiroWaterfallRoadSceneryRC

Jan29_102_103_104_TMTC_
HyakuHiroWaterfallRoadSceneryRC

End January 29th, End Page 3, End January 2012's Photos
Here are links to separate web pages - all of them will open in a new window (or new tab). The first link shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our Home
Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV. The 2nd link shows our entire DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for the weekend).
The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on the "Title" Column to sort that way if you desire. The 3rd link shows our entire DVD collection in php DVD Profiler, which is
much more sophisticated than the plain vanilla DVD Profiler just above it. The 4th link takes you to a set of pages which show you the FRONT cover-art of our entire DVD collection.

February 22, 2009 - DVD Collection & Home Theater System
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Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Google Search

✔

only search Kazuya's Blog site

Here is a not so subtle hint that we'd love you to buy our book "Outdoor Photography of Japan: Through the Seasons". Here is a
272 page SAMPLE PDF file of this 362 page book (new window). Note that it is 28.3 MB in size!! I suggest that you right click on
the link and select "Save Link As". Then after it's downloaded to your Hard Drive in a place where you can find it again, open it in
Adobe Reader - version 9 or later (very important - it most likely will not open in a version earlier than 9). The best way to use
Acrobat Reader to see what the book looks like as a book is to choose "View", "Page Display", "Two-Up Continuous" and also
"Show Cover Page During Two-Up" and that way you'll see it exactly as the book will appear in print (odd numbered pages on the
right and even numbered pages on the left).
Here is the front and rear cover of Daniel & Kazuya's Outdoor Photography of Japan: Through the Seasons.

Go to the Amazon.com sales page.
Note that this book is also now available as an E-Book.
Click on the "Our Books" Button at the bottom of this page for more details.
We have a 2nd book which we'd also love you to buy. It is entitled "Some Violets of Eastern Japan - 2nd Edition". Here is a
COMPLETE SAMPLE PDF file of this 118 page book (new window). Note that it is 6.75 MB in size!! I suggest that you right click on
the link and select "Save Link As". Then after it's downloaded to your Hard Drive in a place where you can find it again, open it in
Adobe Reader - version 9 or later (very important - it most likely will not open in a version earlier than 9). The best way to use
Acrobat Reader to see what it really looks like is to choose "View", "Page Display", "Two-Up Continuous" and also "Show Cover
Page During Two-Up" and that way you'll see it exactly as the book will appear in print (odd numbered pages on the right and
even numbered pages on the left).
Here is the front and rear cover of Daniel & Kazuya's Some Violets of Eastern Japan - 2nd Edition.

Go to the Amazon.com sales page.
Note that this book is also available as an E-Book.
Click on the "Our Books" Button at the bottom of this page for more details.

An animated gif of our
http://danwiz.com/AllMonthPhotos/temp.php[10/29/2017 4:57:38 PM]

An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
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An animated gif of some
of our publications
(Does Not Include 100 Mountains Series)
(34 seconds)

Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Paperback Editions)
(28 seconds)

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

100 Famous Mountains Series
(Hardcover Editions)
(26 seconds)

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback you
might have.

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

(will open in new window)
[PASSWORD PROTECTED]

Maybe you have missed this page so far so I thought I'd call
it to your attention.
(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Google Search

✔

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Japan - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
January 2013 - Favorite Photo
"Snowflake Shadows" - How did the snowflake shadows happen? See inside for explanation. January
14th, 1:11 PM

JANUARY 2013: ONE Page This Month FEATURING A 4th Annual Trip to Tsuru-No-Yu (Hot Spring of the Crane) for New Year's Eve * Frost Flowers at Mt. Takao * Pollen Sacs in the
Cedar Trees near Mt. Takao * Snow at our Apartment on January 14th * Trip out to Okutama Lake, Mitake and Sawai on January 20th * Images of 3 different 2014 PRINT EDITION
Calendars being worked on * More     (Click on the Photo or on this text to go directly to the January photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.
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This is Page 1 of 1 - the best of January 2013!
posted: January 31st, 2013

This page actually begins with December 31, 2012 and our annual trip to Akita Prefecture and a New Year's
Eve stay at Tsuru-No-Yu (The Hot Spring of the Crane). Then we go to Funagata, Yamagata Prefecture Kazuya's hometown - for a day. Next, there is a trip to Mt. Takao and a successful search for Frost Flowers.
Then we had snow in Tokyo - a rare happening, so there are 3 pictures at our apartment. The next weekend
I went out to Okutama and Mitake to check out the snow there. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin December 31st, 2012 and then January 1st & 2nd, 2013

  On December 31st Kazuya and I once again went to Tsuru-No-Yu (The Hot Spring of the Crane) to celebrate the New Year. We were worried that we could not go this year. We
called on December 29th and tried to make a reservation and they had no rooms available. You must understand that this place is booked for several years in advance for New Year's, so we
cannot just call in July or August or even on December 1st and make a reservation - one has to wait until somebody cancels. Anyway, Kazuya called again on December 30th and, much to
our surprise they had two cancellations, so we actually had a choice of rooms! We got up early on December 31st and took a Shinkansen Train to Tazawako and then took a bus to the bus
stop for this place and then walked the remainder of the way (about an hour's walk). The first shot in this row shows the Tazawako Station area. The 2nd and 3rd shots were taken as we
walked along the road to the hot spring. Oh, by the way, if you want to see photos from our previous visits to this place then please use the Google Search box just below to find additional
photos. We arrived at the hot spring at about noon on the 31st.

Tsuru-No-Yu
✔

Google Search

only search danwiz.com

Dec31_01_Tazawako
StationAreaRC

Dec31st_04_
TsuruNoYu_WalkingRC

Dec31_07_Tsuru
NoYu_WalkingRC


  Here is a shot of Kazuya walking to the Hot Spring and then a shot of the entryway of Tsuru-No-Yu.

Dec31_09_TsuruNoYu
_Walking_KazuyaRC

Dec31_11_Tsuru
NoYu_WalkingRC


  In first position in this row is a night shot at the hot spring. In second position is our beautiful breakfast on January 1st, 2013 - HAPPY NEW YEAR. The next shot was taken on
January 2nd from the deck of the hot spring in Kazuya's hometown of Funagata, in Yamagata Prefecture. Yes, we went to his hometown on the afternoon of January 1st and stayed there
until the afternoon of January 2nd and then headed back to Tokyo and we were home at 7:00 PM on the 2nd.

Dec31st_13_
TsuruNoYu_NightRC
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Jan01st_09_Tsuru
NoYu_BreakfastRC

Jan02_2_Funagata
HotSpringSnowSceneryRC
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End December 31st, 2012 and January 1st and 2nd, Begin January 12th

  On January 12th I went out to Mt. Takao to search for "Frost Flowers". I was successful, but there were not any really huge ones this trip. The biggest and most incredible ones we
have ever found were found in December 2010. If you want to take a look at those, please CLICK HERE (will open in new window). By the way, if you want to learn more about frost flowers,
a phenomenon which is little understood, then the current state of knowledge about them appears to be most concisely summarized here CLICK HERE (will open in new window). If you
want to find more images of "Frost Flowers" on our site then please use the Google Search box just below - you'll get about 30 results.

Frost Flowers
✔

Google Search

only search danwiz.com

Jan12_05_MtTakao
_FrostFlowerRC

Jan12_08_MtTakao
_FrostFlowerRC

Jan12_11_MtTakao
_FrostFlowerRC


  Here are 3 more photos of "Frost Flowers".

Jan12_14_MtTakao
_FrostFlowerRC

Jan12_12_MtTakao
_FrostFlowerRC

Jan12_25_MtTakao
_FrostFlowerRC


  Here is a final "Frost Flower" shot and then a "Candle Ice" shot.

Jan12_33_MtTakao
_FrostFlowerRC

Jan12_36_MtTakao
_CandleIceRC


  Here is a piece of "Candle Ice" in my gloved hand for scale. The 2nd shot was taken as I hiked down Hikage Creek trail to the bus stop. It shows a Cedar Tree with a great deal of
developing pollen sacs. Looks like it's going to be a bad year for people who suffer allergies to Cedar Pollen.

Jan12_41_MtTakao
_CandleIceRC

Jan12_43_MtTakao
_CedarPollenRC

End January 12th, Begin January 14th
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  On January 14th it snowed in Tokyo, and was particularly heavy around the Mitaka Area - where our apartment is. It snowed about 6 inches (15 cm) in just a few hours. The first
shot in this row was taken from our rear balcony. The 2nd shot was taken on our entryway walk and shows the snow on our porch plants. The 3rd shot was also taken from our entryway
walk. Note the interesting effect here - the snowflakes have shadows. I used the flash on my camera, but I have used it in snow before and never achieved the shadow effect you can see
here. I did absolutely nothing to this photo, it is precisely the way the camera took it. I wonder how/why it happened. I believe that I could try for this effect again and not succeed at all.
Anybody know how it happened?
   Okay - here is how it was explained to me on the Digital Camera Resource Forum: "When you use a flash you essentially have two exposures, one with ambient light and
one with the flash. In the final photo they're layered on top of each other. If you have movement in your frame, this becomes more apparent. The flash occurs fast enough
to freeze the snow in place. The shutter speed isn't fast enough to freeze the snow flakes however. So as the snow flakes continue to move there is enough ambient light
for their blurred motion to show in the final photo as well. The streaks all appear below the snow flakes because your camera is using first curtain flash, which fires the
flash off as the shutter opens. This means that the freezing action takes place at the beginning of the exposure. If you set it to rear curtain, the streak would appear above
the snow flake."

Jan14_1_Mitaka
VilanoruSnowRC

Jan14_3_Mitaka
VilanoruSnowRC

Jan14_4_Mitaka
VilanoruSnowRC

End January 14th, Begin January 20th

  On January 20th Kazuya had to work, but I went out to the Okutama & Mitake areas to try and get some good snow photos, but the snow was already not so great. Here are 2
shots of Okutama Lake and there is still snow, but nothing special. The 3rd image was created from 3 exposure-bracketed photos using Photomatix Pro and the Details Enhancer Option. The
sun was just off to the right of this photo, so any single photo of this mountain was pretty poor. This shows the Mt. Gozen area.

Jan20_01_Snowy
OkutamaAreaRC

Jan20_03_Snowy
OkutamaAreaRC

Jan20_05_06_07_TMDE_
SnowyOkutamaAreaRC


  The first 2 shots in this row were also taken while I was at Okutama Lake. After that I took a bus back to Okutama Station and took a train to Mitake and hiked the riverside trail
from Mitake to Sawai. The 3rd shot shows the Famous Ginkgo Tree (in the center of the photo) that we get great photos of in the Autumn Color Season. In this shot, the tree branches
coming from behind me which show in the top of the photo are the branches of the Red Maple Trees which add the red color here in the Autumn Color Season. If you want to refresh your
memory about this area in the Autumn Color season HERE IS A NICE SHOT - (will open in new window).

Jan20_11_Snowy
OkutamaAreaRC

Jan20_14_Snowy
OkutamaAreaRC

Jan20_16_Snowy
MitakeAreaRC


  Despite the wintry weather, there are still people kayaking here - and, yes, that is snow on the riverbank behind that kayaker! And, there are still several people who come out and
stand around to wait their turn at trying to practice their rock climbing skills.
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Jan20_18_Snowy
MitakeArea_KayakerRC

Jan20_19_SnowyMitake
Area_RockClimbersRC


  Here is another person practicing rock climbing and then a shot taken looking down-river at Sawai. In this shot you can see snow on the riverbank.

Jan20_20_SnowyMitake
Area_RockClimbersRC

Jan20_25_Snowy
MitakeAreaRC

End January 20th, End January 2013's Photos, Begin Miscellaneous Information

  Well, here is something new from me. I created a "2014 Photo Calendar Showing Japan Mountains and Mountain Flowers" - a print edition. The first image shows the
photos that can be found inside, the 2nd image shows what a one month page looks like and the 3rd image shows the cover - both front and back. The right side is the front cover. To see
this Calendar's Amazon.com page CLICK HERE - (will open in new window). It retails for $9.49. It's available on Amazon too and you can find a Details Page with more information about
this calendar and a link to Amazon on the "Our Books" Page - "General Information" (link button at bottom of page).

CreateSpace
Calendar#1Cover
CreateSpace
Calendar#1PhotosRC
CreateSpace Calendar
The January Page


  And, here is another print calendar - this one is entitled "2014 Photo Calendar - Japan's Flowers, Plants & Trees". The first image again shows the photos that can be found
inside, the 2nd image shows what a one month page looks like and the 3rd image shows the cover - both front and back. The right side is the front cover. To see this Calendar's Amazon.com
page CLICK HERE - (will open in new window). It retails for $9.49. It's available on Amazon too and you can find a Details Page with more information about this calendar and a link to
Amazon on the "Our Books" Page - "General Information" (link button at bottom of page).

CreateSpace
Calendar#2Cover
CreateSpace
Calendar#2PhotosRC
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CreateSpace Calendar #2
The February Page


  And, here is the third - and final - print calendar - this one is entitled "2014 Photo Calendar - Japan Mountain Scenery". The first image again shows the photos that can be
found inside, the 2nd image shows what a one month page looks like and the 3rd image shows the cover - both front and back. The right side is the front cover. To see this Calendar's
Amazon.com page CLICK HERE - (will open in new window). It retails for $9.49. It's available on Amazon too and you can find a Details Page with more information about this calendar and
a link to Amazon on the "Our Books" Page - "General Information" (link button at bottom of page).

CreateSpace
Calendar#3Cover
CreateSpace
Calendar#3PhotosRC
CreateSpace Calendar #3
The March Page

End Miscellaneous Information, End Page 1, End January 2013
Here are links to separate web pages - all of them will open in a new window (or new tab). The first link shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our Home
Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV. The 2nd link shows our entire DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for the weekend).
The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on the "Title" Column to sort that way if you desire. The 3rd link shows our entire DVD collection in php DVD Profiler, which is
much more sophisticated than the plain vanilla DVD Profiler just above it. The 4th link takes you to a set of pages which show you the FRONT cover-art of our entire DVD collection.

January 1, 2013 - DVD Collection & Home Theater System

Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Google Search

✔

only search Kazuya's Blog site

Here is a small hint to let you know that we'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding
any title please click the "General Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this page. Click on any
thumbnail to go to its Amazon.com webpage.
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An animated gif of some
of our publications
(Does Not Include 100 Mountains Series)
(34 seconds)

An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Paperback Editions)
(28 seconds)

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Hardcover Editions)
(26 seconds)

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. We hope that you found something which tickled your fancy, despite the limited
selection this month.

(will open in new window)

(will open in new window)
[PASSWORD PROTECTED]
OR
(will open in new window)
[NOT PASSWORD PROTECTED]

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
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If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Google Search

✔

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Japan - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
January 2014 - Favorite Photo
"Spring is Coming" - Nogawa Park - Chimonanthus praecox f. concolor. January 25th, 12:32 PM.

JANUARY 2014: ONE Page This Month FEATURING A Trip to Nogawa Park * Alcedo atthis - River Kingfisher * Yungipicus kizuki - Japanese Pygmy Woodpecker * Common Chickadee *
Shibateranthis pinnatifida - Setsubunsou in Japanese * Plum Buds * Chimonanthus praecox f. concolor - Roubai in Japanese * Amazon.com links to most of our publications * More     (Click
on the Photo or on this text to go directly to the January photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.
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This is Page 1 of 1 - the best of January 2014!
posted: January 31st, 2014

This, the only page, begins and ends with January 25th. We did not have a New Year's adventure this year.
Then, in addition to that, Kazuya had to work every Saturday until the 25th. So, our only outing was on the
25th - a trip to Nogawa Park to check on the progress of Spring Flowers. You may recall that Nogawa Park is
about a 15 minute bicycle ride from our apartment. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin January 25th

  We were fortunate to see several birds while we were looking around. We could not even get photos of all of the species which we saw! But, in this row you can see a
photo of a River Kingfisher (Alcedo atthis), a Japanese Pygmy Woodpecker (Yungipicus kizuki) and a Common Chickadee. We could not get photos of the Magpies which we saw, nor
the Long-tailed Chickadees, nor another species of woodpecker - the Japanese Green Woodpecker (Picus awokera).

Jan25_07_Nogawa
Pk_Alcedo_atthisRC

Jan25_08_Nogawa
Pk_ChickadeeRC
Jan25_05_NogawaPk_
Yungipicus_kizukiRC


  We were pleased to note that the Shibateranthis pinnatifida - Setsubunsou in Japanese - was starting to bloom, although there were only about 4 blooms on this date.
But, at least it's a sign that the days are getting longer and spring may come again this year. The 3rd photo, however, shows that the Plum Blossoms have not started to open yet.
It's been a cold winter, no snow at all, but cold. The Plum Blossoms are getting a bit late start this year.

Jan25_11_NogawaPk_
Shibateranthis_pinnatifidaRC

Jan25_15_NogawaPk_
Shibateranthis_pinnatifidaRC

Jan25_17_NogawaPk
_PlumBudsRC


  The Chimonanthus praecox f. concolor - Roubai in Japanese was in full bloom, and some of the flowers were even beginning to wrinkle up. Wonder what this bush uses as
its cue for blossoming? Maybe it's photoperiodic? That means that as soon as the day length reaches a certain number of hours that it would pretty much automatically start to
bloom. Anyway, there are a few of these bushes closer to our apartment too, and we first noticed the blooms on them about 2 weeks ago.

Jan25_18_NogawaPk_Chimonanthus
_praecox_f_concolorRC

Jan25_24_NogawaPk_Chimonanthus
_praecox_f_concolorRC

Jan25_26_NogawaPk_Chimonanthus
_praecox_f_concolorRC

End January 25th, End January 2014's Photos, Begin Miscellaneous Links
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Here are links to separate web pages - all of them will open in a new window (or new tab). The first link shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our
Home Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV. The 2nd link shows our entire DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for
the weekend). The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on the "Title" Column to sort that way if you desire. The 3rd link shows our entire DVD collection in php
DVD Profiler, which is much more sophisticated than the plain vanilla DVD Profiler just above it. The 4th link takes you to a set of pages which show you the FRONT cover-art of
our entire DVD collection.

January 1, 2013 - DVD Collection & Home Theater System

HERE IS
Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Google Search

✔

only search Kazuya's Blog site

Here is a small hint to let you know that we'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding
any title please click the "General Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this page. Click on any
thumbnail to go to its Amazon.com webpage.
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An animated gif of our
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An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
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An animated gif of some
of our publications
(Does Not Include 100 Mountains Series)
(34 seconds)

Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Paperback Editions)
(28 seconds)

100 Famous Mountains Series
(Hardcover Editions)
(26 seconds)

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

End Miscellaneous Links, End Page 1 of 1, January 2014
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. Sorry there is so very little to offer to you. Hopefully the
variety will improve and number of photos will increase next month.

(will open in new window)

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Google Search

✔

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Japan - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
January 2015 - Favorite Photo
"A Snowy Stream" - Heavy Snow on the Rocks Walking to Tsuru-No-Yu. December 31st, 10:57 AM.

JANUARY 2015: ONE Page This Month FEATURING Our New Year's Trip to and Stay at Tsuru-No-Yu - The Hot Spring of the Crane - in Akita Prefecture     (Click on the Photo or on
this text to go directly to the January photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.
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This is Page 1 of 1 - the best of January 2015!
posted: January 31st, 2015

This page begins with December 31st, 2014 and ends with January 1st, 2015. It shows our 5th trip to TsuruNo-Yu (The Hot Spring of the Crane). That was the only outing we had in January.   Click on any thumbnail to
begin.

Begin December 31st

  You might remember the name Tsuru-No-Yu (The Hot Spring of the Crane). This marked the 5th time that we have gone there and stayed the night of December 31st at
that amazing hot spring. We missed 2014, but we were there for New Year's of 2013, 2012, 2011 and 2010 before this. If you're interested you can visit the "All Month's Photos"
list photos HERE and scroll down to January of each of the aforementioned years to check out those photos. As this was our 5th time to visit this place, we are getting a bit jaded
and we don't take as many photos as we previously did. The first photo in this row shows Kazuya right after we got off the bus and were beginning to make the approximately 3
kilometer (1.8 mile) hike. The 2nd photo shows a snow plow which we passed along the way - is it broken down, or do they wait until there is a LOT OF SNOW before using it? The
3rd photo shows some snowy scenery. Oh, as usual, there was a lot of snow and this year it seems like it did not stop snowing for the entire time that we were there! This year our
trip story was a simple one - we got up at 3:30 AM, got ready and left for our local station on our bicycles at about 4:10 AM. We then took a 4:37 AM train to Tokyo Station and
then a 6:00 AM Akita Shinkansen Komachi. We got off at Tazawako (Tazawa Lake) at 8:55 AM and then we took a 9:40 AM bus which would take us to the bus stop shown in the
first photo.

Dec31_01_
TsuruNoYu_WalkingRC

Dec31st_02
_TsuruNoYuRC

Dec31st_07
_TsuruNoYuRC


  The first photo in this row shows me on the road hiking into the hot spring smiling and enjoying the snow while carrying my umbrella. The 2nd shot shows some snowy
scenery and the 3rd shot is zoomed in to an area which you may be able to find in the photo previous to it.

Dec31st_10
_TsuruNoYuRC

Dec31_06_
TsuruNoYu_WalkingRC

Dec31_07_
TsuruNoYu_WalkingRC


  The first shot in this row is zoomed in even tighter to a small area of the center photo in the row just above. The center photo shows a different creek and the 3rd photo
shows some more nice snowy scenery.
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Dec31_08_
TsuruNoYu_WalkingRC

Dec31st_11
_TsuruNoYuRC

Dec31_11_
TsuruNoYu_WalkingRC


  Let's take another look at the creek shown in the center shot of Row 3. The first shot here shows an overview. The black outlined rectangle in this photo shows the
approximate area which is shown in the center photo and the red outlined area shows the approximate portion which is shown in the 3rd photo.

Dec31_13_
TsuruNoYu_WalkingRC

Dec31_15_
TsuruNoYu_WalkingRC

Dec31_16_
TsuruNoYu_WalkingRC


  Now we are getting really close to the entryway to Tsuru-No-Yu - The Hot Spring of the Crane. I can recall taking photos of this same tree in years past. How can one tree
hold so much snow? The 2nd and 3rd photos show me entering the gate of the Hot Spring Inn. We made it once again!

Dec31_20_
TsuruNoYu_WalkingRC

Dec31st_14_
TsuruNoYuRC

Dec31st_16_
TsuruNoYuRC


  The first two shots in this row show the same hot spring. I believe that this one is called "White". The 3rd shot shows a different hot spring and this one is called "Black".
You are supposed to go into "White" first and "Black" second because the black one has some quality which makes your body retain the heat for a long time, or at least a longer
time than the white one. It seems like it's true.

Dec31st_20_
TsuruNoYuRC
Dec31st_21_
TsuruNoYuRC
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TsuruNoYuRC
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  We arrived at the Hot Spring Inn at around 11:40 AM, too early to be allowed to go into our room, so we hung out in the "waiting for your room" area, ate lunch and
bathed in the various hot springs. They came and got us at about 2:40 PM and escorted us to our room and this 2-photo panorama shows the view we had from our windows.

Dec31_21_22_Auto_Panorama_
TsuruNoYu_BuildingsRC


  The first photo shows our room. At around 6:15 PM they brought our dinner to our room. The center photo shows the stew which we were served and the 3rd photo
shows the tiny little individual tables which dinner is served on. That 3rd photo shows both of our tables.

Dec31_24_
TsuruNoYu_RoomRC

Dec31_26_Tsuru
NoYu_RoomSupperRC

Dec31_27_Tsuru
NoYu_RoomSupperRC


  The first photo in this row shows just my dinner. Maybe it does not look like a great deal to you, but it was a lot of food. Wrapped in the aluminum foil on the brown plate
is baked mushrooms and some nice meat. The fish is 100% edible, the bones are soft and even the head is soft and easily edible. Of course there is rice too - which you can't see in
any of the photos. And, in addition, we bought a very nice bottle of Japanese Saké near Tazawako Station. The 2nd and 3rd shots show Kazuya dishing out the stew. After a while
they came and took away the dirty dishes and laid out our futons for us and then at about 9:30 PM they brought bowls of soba noodles to every room. Soba (buckwheat) noodles
are an old Japanese New Year's Eve tradition. We were still so full from the dinner that it was difficult to eat the delicious soba noodles. Of course we also had another dip in the hot
springs before we retired for the night.

Dec31_29_Tsuru
NoYu_RoomSupperRC

Dec31_30_Tsuru
NoYu_RoomSupperRC
Dec31_32_Tsuru
NoYu_RoomSupperRC

End December 31st, 2014, Begin January 1st, 2015

  Now it's January 1st, 2015 - HAPPY NEW YEAR!! The first 2 shots here show the view from our room in the morning at 6:52 AM and at 9:44 AM respectively. Check-out
time is 10:00 AM, so we were just getting ready to go down and check-out when the 2nd photo was taken. The 3rd shot shows the Rotenboro with nobody in it.
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Jan1st_02_
TsuruNoYuRC

Jan1st_03_
TsuruNoYuRC

Jan1st_06_
TsuruNoYuRC


  The first shot here was shot while standing on the bridge which you can see in the shot in Row 7 and also in the first shot in Row 10. The 2nd shot shows me walking
back from the Rotenboro and the 3rd shot shows the walkway from the inside of the Inn to one of the hot springs. Our room was up above that walkway which crosses the creek.

Jan01_02_
TsuruNoYuRC

Jan1st_09_
TsuruNoYuRC

Jan1st_10_
TsuruNoYuRC


  Here are 3 shots of the Rotenboro (outdoor hot spring). In the next row we're going to show you these shots put together to form a panorama.

Jan01_05_
TsuruNoYuRC

Jan01_06_
TsuruNoYuRC

Jan01_07_
TsuruNoYuRC


  The first image in this row is a 3-photo panorama - all 3 of the photos in the previous row put together into a single panorama. The 2nd image is only the 2-rightmost
shots put together into a panorama.

Jan01_05_06_07_Auto_Panorama
_DistCorr_TsuruNoYuRC
Jan01_06_07_Auto_
Panorama_TsuruNoYuRC


  Now we are actually leaving - walking out to the parking area from which the Inn's private bus will take us to a place from which we can take a city bus back to Tazawako
Station. The first shot shows some kids playing or working in the snow. The 2nd and 3rd shots show some Japanese Radishes (Daikon) and red peppers which they have hung for
freeze-drying.
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Jan01_08_
TsuruNoYuRC

Jan01_10_
TsuruNoYuRC

Jan01_11_
TsuruNoYuRC


  Now we are back at the entrance area. The 3rd shot shows the bus waiting area. The snow on the roof all fell during the previous 24 hours. WOW!

Jan01_17_
TsuruNoYuRC

Jan01_20_
TsuruNoYuRC
Jan1st_19_
TsuruNoYuRC


  Here are the final two shots of our New Year's 2015 trip to Tsuru-No-Yu - The Hot Spring of the Crane.

Jan1st_18_
TsuruNoYuRC

Jan01_21_
TsuruNoYuRC

End January 1st, End January 2015's Photos, Begin Miscellaneous Links

  During December I spent a good deal of time putting out Print Editions of Volumes 1, 2 and 3 of the Outdoor Photography of Japan: Through the Seasons book. The
3-Volume set had previously only been available as Kindle Editions, but I decided to put out a 3-Volume set in Print. Why? Well, the print edition, at 362 pages lists for $69.65 - a
high price - so I decided to put it out as a 3-Volume set to reduce the price in hopes of increasing sales. I am hoping that people will spend the $26.49 for Volume 1 quicker than
they would put out $69.65 for the complete book. Then, when they see it they might just possibly want to purchase Volume 2 and then just maybe Volume 3. I believe that these
covers came out very nice. Go to the "Our Books", "General Information" page, which can be found in the links near the bottom of the page if you're interested in seeing larger size
versions of the cover art.

Volume_1_
Cover_CroppedRC
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  I also enlarged the title text of the overall book - Outdoor Photography of Japan: Through the Seasons. Some of my followers on the CreateSpace Community
forums pointed out to me that book title text needs to be LARGE enough to be able to be easily read on thumbnails which show up on bookstore pages on the internet. Therefore, I
also increased the size of the title text on all of the "Climbing a Few of Japan's 100 Famous Mountains series of books - please take a look at them in the clickable links collage
just below. What do you think?

BookCover_Corrected
_LgText_CroppedRC

Here are links to separate web pages - all of them will open in a new window (or new tab). The first link shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our
Home Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV. The 2nd link shows our entire DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for
the weekend). The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on the "Title" Column to sort that way if you desire. The 3rd link shows our entire DVD collection in php
DVD Profiler, which is much more sophisticated than the plain vanilla DVD Profiler just above it. The 4th link takes you to a set of pages which show you the FRONT cover-art of
our entire DVD collection.

January 1, 2013 - DVD Collection & Home Theater System

HERE IS
Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Google Search

✔

only search Kazuya's Blog site

Here is a small hint to let you know that we'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding
any title please click the "General Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this page. Click on any
thumbnail to go to its Amazon.com webpage.
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An animated gif of some
of our publications
(Does Not Include 100 Mountains Series)
(34 seconds)

An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Paperback Editions)
(28 seconds)

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Hardcover Editions)
(26 seconds)

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

End Miscellaneous Links, End Page 1 of 1, January 2015
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found something which you enjoyed. You
can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback you might have.

(will open in new window)
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Google Search

✔

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Japan - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
January 2016 - Favorite Photo
"Yuba-Yuri Seedheads" - Nogawa Park. January 16th, 11:08 AM.

JANUARY 2016: ONE Page This Month FEATURING A New Year's Trip to Jindai Shrine
for Prayers * Jindai Botanical Garden * White and Pink Plum Blossoms * Daffodils *
Chimonanthus praecox - Roubai in Japanese * The Japanese Pygmy Woodpecker (Yungipicus
kizuki) * Skunk Cabbage (Symplocarpus foetidus) Just Emerging From the Soil *

Shibateranthis pinnatifida - Setsubunsou in Japanese - The First Flowers * Some Very
Photogenic Yuba-Yuri (Old Women's Lily) Seedheads * The Very Red Berries of Reineckea
carnea - Kichijosou in Japanese * More     (Click on the Photo or on this text to go
directly to the January photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.
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This is Page 1 of 1 - the best of January 2016!
posted: January 31st, 2016

This page begins with January 2nd, 2016 and a trip
to Jindaiji Shrine to donate a bit of money to Buddha
and say some prayers for things we want to happen
in 2016.
After that we walked through Jindai
Botanical Garden and found a few things to take

photos of. Our next outing was a trip to Nogawa
Park on the 16th on a bird search and also to see if
any spring flowers were making an appearance.
Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin January 2nd

  Within the first 9 days of the New Year it is a Japanese tradition to visit one's
favorite Buddhist Shrine and donate some money and at the same time to make some
wishes for what one wants to get/gain/accomplish in the coming year. So, on January
2nd Kazuya and I bicycled to our local Jindai Shrine and did that. The first photo in this

Jan02_02_Jindaiji
ShrineCrowdRC

row shows people praying and the money bin where they throw the money into. The
second and third photos show the people standing in line to make their donations and
say their prayers.

Jan02_03_Jindaiji
ShrineCrowdRC

Jan02_04_Jindaiji
ShrineCrowdRC


  After donating our money and saying our prayers we entered Jindai Botanical Garden and found a few plum trees in bloom. The second photo is a cropped out piece of
the first photo.

Jan02_10_JindaiBot
Garden_PlumBlossomRC

Jan02_14_JindaiBot
Garden_PlumBlossomRC
Jan02_10Part_JindaiBot
Garden_PlumBlossomRC


  The first photo on this row shows a pink plum blossom. The second photo shows a daffodil in bloom and the third photo is another plum.

Jan02_19_JindaiBot
Garden_PlumBlossomRC

Jan02nd_04_JindaiBot
Garden_PlumBlossomsRC
Jan02nd_05_JindaiBot
Garden_DaffodilRC
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  Here is a shot of some pink plum blossoms in first position. The second image was cropped out of a different photo to show a nice close-up of two pink plum blossoms.
The third photo shows more white plum blossoms.

Jan02nd_07_JindaiBot
Garden_PlumBlossomsRC

Jan02_21_JindaiBot
Garden_PlumBlossomRC
Jan02_19Part_JindaiBot
Garden_PlumBlossomRC


  All three photos in this row show another winter to very early spring flowering plant - Chimonanthus praecox - Roubai in Japanese.

Jan02_32_JindaiBot
Garden_RoubaiRC

Jan02_37_JindaiBot
Garden_RoubaiRC
Jan02_33Crop_JindaiBot
Garden_RoubaiRC


  Here are two more shots of Chimonanthus praecox - Roubai in Japanese.

Jan02nd_19_JindaiBot
Garden_RoubaiRC

Jan02nd_20_JindaiBot
Garden_RoubaiRC

End January 2nd, Begin January 16th

  On January 16th we walked to Nogawa Park to try and catch some birds and see what spring flowers were in bloom there. The first shot in this row shows a daffodil. The
second and third shots show a Japanese Pygmy Woodpecker (Yungipicus kizuki).

Jan16_02_Nogawa
Pk_DaffodilRC

Jan16_04_Nogawa
Pk_WoodpeckerRC

Jan16_05_Nogawa
Pk_WoodpeckerRC


  Here are two more shots of the Japanese Pygmy Woodpecker (Yungipicus kizuki). Surprisingly we did not see many other birds on this outing. The third shot shows that
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the Skunk Cabbage (Symplocarpus foetidus) is just emerging from the soil on this date.

Jan16_06_Nogawa
Pk_WoodpeckerRC

Jan16_08_Nogawa
Pk_SkunkCabbageRC

Jan16_07Crop_Nogawa
Pk_WoodpeckerRC


  Here is a single shot of Shibateranthis pinnatifida - Setsubunsou in Japanese. This is our first ground flower, but there were only two or three of them in bloom this early
in the season. The second and third shots show some very photogenic Yuba-Yuri (Old Women's Lily) seedheads.

Jan16_13_Nogawa
Pk_SetsubunsouRC

Jan16_16_Nogawa
Pk_YubaYuriRC

Jan16_17_Nogawa
Pk_YubaYuriRC


  In first position in this row is another plum blossom. In second and third position are photos of the very red berries of Reineckea carnea - Kichijosou in Japanese.

Jan16_21_Nogawa
Pk_PlumBlossomRC

Jan16_24_Nogawa
Pk_KichijosouRC

Jan16_26_Nogawa
Pk_KichijosouRC


  Here is a final shot of the very red berries of Reineckea carnea - Kichijosou in Japanese - and then a shot of a weed of some sort which has some fairly red leaves. And,
that's it for January outings and photos.

Jan16_28_Nogawa
Pk_KichijosouRC

Jan16_29_Nogawa
Pk_WeedRC

End January 16th, End January 2016's Photos, Begin Miscellaneous Links
Here are links to separate web pages - all of them will open in a new window (or new tab). The first link shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our
Home Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV. The 2nd link shows our entire DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for
the weekend). The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on the "Title" Column to sort that way if you desire. The 3rd link shows our entire DVD collection in php
DVD Profiler, which is much more sophisticated than the plain vanilla DVD Profiler just above it. The 4th link takes you to a set of pages which show you the FRONT cover-art of
our entire DVD collection.
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January 1, 2013 - DVD Collection & Home Theater System

HERE IS
Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Google Search

✔

only search Kazuya's Blog site

Here is a small hint to let you know that we'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding
any title please click the "General Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this page. Click on any
thumbnail to go to its Amazon.com webpage.
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An animated gif of some
of our publications
(Does Not Include 100 Mountains Series)
(34 seconds)
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(Paperback Editions)
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An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Hardcover Editions)
(26 seconds)
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For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

End Miscellaneous Links, End Page 1 of 1, January 2016
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We're sorry that it's not a bit more exciting. We never
made it out to Mt. Takao in search of Frost Flowers or anything very exciting at all. Maybe next month will be better.

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Google Search

✔

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Alaska - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next
month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
January 2017 - Favorite Photo
"A Fata-Morgana Mirage" - Sunset Time. January 9th, 3:09 PM.

JANUARY 2017: TWO Pages This Month FEATURING Snow in Our Yard on January 3rd
* Common Redpolls (Acanthis flammea) at our Platform Feeder - Some in Flight * Our Yard
on January 7th * A Moose (Alces alces) Browsing its way Across the Back Part of our Land *
January 9th - Sunrise Time * January 9th - Sunset Time * The Alaska Range, Near Delta
Junction * Fata-Morgana Mirage * A Beautiful Snowy Field * Moonrise * Our Weather Station

Showing -41° F * January 26th Sunset Time * Kazuya's Baked Delights * A New Year's
Traditional Japanese Breakfast * A Purple Sweet Potato Cheesecake * A Delicious Chocolate
Fruitcake * More     (Click on the Photo or on this text to go directly to the January
photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.
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This is Page 1 of 2 - the best of January
2017!

Go To Page:

posted: February 1st, 2017

This page begins with January 3rd and some winter
photos around our yard. Then we jump to January
6th, still around our yard, but an abundance of birds
at our bird feeders. After that there are a few photos
taken on January 7th and 8th, still very close to

home. This page ends on January 9th with a
Woodpecker photo, some sunrise photos and also,
sunset photos in which you can see a very prominent
Fata Morgana mirage.  Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin January 3rd

  All three photos in this row are 2-shot panoramic images. The first image is looking west while standing right beside the house, the second image is looking up the
driveway (south) while standing right in front of our pickup truck and the third image is looking back towards the house (north) while standing partway up the driveway. In the third
shot, the orange on the windows is the reflection of the sun.

Jan03_1_2_Auto
Pano_Levels_YardRC

Jan03_3Adj_04Adj_
ManualPano_YardRC

Jan03_6Adj_07Adj2_Auto
Pano_YardRC

End January 3rd, Begin January 6th

  These three shots all show Common Redpolls (Acanthis flammea) at our platform feeder. In the second shot notice the bird in the air to the right of the feeder and in the
third shot notice the bird in the air above the feeder.

Jan6_2_CommonRedpolls_
3Layers_AutoTone_Exp_SIPRC

Jan6th_001_
RedpollRC

Jan6_5_CommonRedpolls_
3Layers_SIP_EXP_AT_AutoBlend1RC


  These two shots also show Common Redpolls (Acanthis flammea) at our feeders. In the first shot note that there are two birds in the air, one above and one below the
feeder. The second shot shows how numerous these birds are. There are some at the hanging feeder, some in the platform feeder and some on the ground.

Jan6_1_CommonRedpolls_2_
Layers_AutoToneBot_SIPTopRC

Jan6th_009_
RedpollRC

End January 6th, Begin January 7th & 8th

  The first shot in this row shows me making a snowshoe trail to the storage shed. Yes, we go to the storage shed occasionally during the winter to get various items. The
second shot is a portrait mode shot of the house - you can see the sun shining in the front windows and all the way to the tops of the trees. The third shot is a landscape mode shot
so that you can see more area than in the second shot.
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Jan7th_001
_DanRC

Jan7th_004
_HomeRC
Jan7th_005
_HomeRC


  The first shot in this row shows Common Redpolls (Acanthis flammea) at our hanging feeder. The second and third shots show a moose (Alces alces) as it browses its way
across the back part of our land.

Jan7th_028
_RedpollRC

Jan8th_002
_MooseRC

Jan8th_003
_MooseRC

End January 7th & 8th, Begin January 9th

  These three images are all 2-shot panoramas which show sunrise colors on January 9, 2017 at about 9:50 AM. On January 9th, the sunrise was not until 10:40 AM, so
these shots were all taken about 50 minutes before the sun actually came up. These images are all quite similar, but different enough so that I wanted to include all of them.

Jan9_1SIP_2SIP_
AutoPano_SunriseRC

Jan9_3_4_Auto
Pano_SunriseRC

Jan9_5SIP_6SIP_
ManualPano_SunriseRC


  The first shot here shows a Woodpecker at one of our suet cake feeders. It is probably a Downy Woodpecker female (Picoides pubescens), but we are not 100% positive
on that. The second and third shots were taken from about 300 yards up the road from our house and show the Alaska Range near Delta Junction, Alaska, some 90 - 100 miles
from here. The time was about 3:07 PM, and on this date, the sun set at 3:17 PM, so it's ten minutes before sunset.

Jan9_8_
WoodpeckerRC

Jan9th_008_
SunsetRC

Jan9_10_
SunsetTimeRC


  Here are three more shots of the Alaska Range, near Delta Junction, Alaska. In all three photos, if you study carefully, you can see a mirage effect known as Fata
Morgana. This will be explained in more detail in the next few rows and after you read more about what Fata Morgana is and see more photos, you may want to come back here
and study these photos again.
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Jan9_11_
SunsetTimeRC

Jan9_12_
SunsetTimeRC

Jan9_13_
SunsetTimeRC


  The first photo in this row is the final one of the Alaska Range, near Delta Junction. The second photo was shot directly at the sun and the third photo was looking to the
right of the sun. In all three of these shots you can see the Fata Morgana mirage again. HERE is a link to the Wikipedia article on the Fata Morgana.

Jan9_14_
SunsetTimeRC

Jan9th_020_
SunsetRC

Jan9_20Rotate
_SunsetTimeRC


  In the first two photos in this row, the Fata Morgana is again very much in evidence, WOW! The third image is a 2-shot panorama showing an orange, snow-covered field
with several snow machine tracks criss-crossing it. The time was 3:10 PM.

Jan9_25_26_Cyl
Pano_SunsetTimeRC
Jan9_21Rotate
_SunsetTimeRC

Jan9_22_
SunsetTimeRC

End Page 1, but the Sunset of January 9th Continues on Page 2
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation of this date and this month's adventures.

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
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year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 2 - the best of January
2017!

Go To Page:

posted: February 1st, 2017

This page continues with the sunset of January 9th
at around 3:10 PM. There are also additional photos
of the Fata Morgana mirage. Then there is one shot
of the moon rising, on the same date. Next comes
some shots of Common Redpolls (Acanthis flammea)
and a Black-capped Chickadee (Poecile atricapillus)
at our platform bird feeder. There is one shot of the

sun through the trees and then a shot of our
weather station showing -40° F (-40.6° C) on
January 18th. There are then some sunset photos
taken on January 26th near our house. For the grand
finale this month we once again show some photos
of Kazuya's Baked Delights. Have fun looking.  Click
on any thumbnail to begin.

January 9th Continues from Page 1

  As stated up above, this page continues from Page 1, with the sunset of January 9, 2017. The first photo in this row was taken as we looked across a snow-covered field
about 0.5 miles from our house. In the second and third shots you can see some fairly prominent Fata Morgana mirages. HERE is another link to the Wikipedia article on the Fata
Morgana.

Jan9_27_
SunsetTimeRC

Jan9th_027_
SunsetRC

Jan9_29_
SunsetTimeRC


  In the first two shots in this row, you can again see prominent Fata Morgana mirages. The third photo is just a nice sunset photo looking across the snow-covered field.
The outlined area shows the area included in the next photo.

Jan9_30_
SunsetTimeRC

Jan9_33Rotate
_SunsetTimeRC

Jan9_34_
SunsetTimeRC


  The first shot in this row shows the outlined area of the previous photo. The second shot shows the moon coming up through the trees. We witnessed this as we walked
back to our own driveway.
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Jan9_35_
SunsetTimeRC

Jan9_37_
MoonRC

End January 9th, Begin January 11th

  The first shot here shows a Common Redpoll (Acanthis flammea) and a Black-capped Chickadee (Poecile atricapillus) at our platform feeder and the second shot shows
only a Common Redpoll.

Jan11_4Crop
_RedpollsRC
Jan11_6Crop
_RedpollsRC


  Here is a shot of Common Redpolls (Acanthis flammea) at our platform feeder and then a shot of the sun shining through the trees.

Jan11_10
_SunRC
Jan11_7Crop
_RedpollsRC

End January 11th, Begin January 18th

  Here is a photo of our weather station on January 18th. Note that it shows -41° F, which equals -40.6° C outdoors. The temperature inside is 77°: F (25° C), which is
warmer than we like it, but when heating with a woodstove, sometimes things like this happen. Notice that it was 7:24 PM.

Jan18_2_
WeatherStation_180RC
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End January 18th, Begin January 26th

  Now we have another series of sunset photos. If you recall, the sunset time of January 9th was at around 3:10 PM. We are gaining daylight so rapidly now (6+ minutes
per day) that the time of sunset is closer to 4:00 PM on this date. These first three photos were shot at 3:59 PM

Jan26_01_02_Auto
Pano_SunsetTimeRC

Jan26_03_
SunsetTimeRC

Jan26_04_
SunsetTimeRC


  In these three photos we are walking up the road to the place where we shot the photos on January 9th from.

Jan26_05_
SunsetTimeRC

Jan26_06_
SunsetTimeRC

Jan26_07_
SunsetTimeRC


  Now it's 4:08 PM and we have arrived at the place where we shot those January 9th photos from. Do you recognize this field from those previous photos? Note that the
sun has already set.

Jan26_08_
SunsetTimeRC

Jan26_10_
SunsetTimeRC

Jan26_11_
SunsetTimeRC


  The first image here is a two-shot panorama of sunset clouds. The second shot shows the snow covered field with some orange colors.

Jan26_12_13_Auto
Pano_SunsetTimeRC

Jan26_14_
SunsetTimeRC


  The first image here is also a two-shot panorama, but instead of two side-by-side shots, this one is of two shots, one above the other so that we get a lot of sky. The
second shot - at 4:11 PM - shows Kazuya. You can see that it is not so very cold today.
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Jan26_19_
SunsetTimeRC
Jan26_17_18_Auto
Pano_SunsetTimeRC

End January 26th, Begin Kazuya's Baked Delights

  The first shot here shows our New Year's Day breakfast - a Japanese traditional breakfast. we had rice cake with crushed walnuts on top (the crushed walnuts are not
part of Japanese tradition) and New Year's soup, which is called Zoné. It has rice cake, chicken, green onion, carrots, burdock root and shitake mushrooms in it. It is very delicious.

Jan1st_003
_RiceCakeRC


  This is a Purple Sweet Potato Cheesecake. It was quite delicious.

Jan3rd_006_Purple
SweetPotatoCheesecakeRC


  Here, we have a Chocolate Fruitcake. Now, generally when we Americans
hear the word "Fruitcake" we say (or think) "blah", but Kazuya's fruitcakes are not like
that at all - they are amazingly delicious and everybody who has ever tasted one has

Jan5th_003_Chocolate
FruitcakeRC

Jan3rd_008_Purple
SweetPotatoCheesecakeRC

loved them. It was interesting to hear the same reaction from another person who ate
Kazuya's Christmas Fruitcake; "I thought - fruitcake - and assumed that I would not like
it, but I was very wrong, it was delicious!"

Jan5th_002_Chocolate
FruitcakeRC

End Kazuya's Baked Delights, End January 2017's Photos, Begin Miscellaneous Links
Here are links to separate web pages - all of them will open in a new window (or new tab). The first link shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our
Home Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV. The 2nd link shows our entire DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for
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the weekend). The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on the "Title" Column to sort that way if you desire. The 3rd link shows our entire DVD collection in php
DVD Profiler, which is much more sophisticated than the plain vanilla DVD Profiler just above it. The 4th link takes you to a set of pages which show you the FRONT cover-art of
our entire DVD collection.

January 1, 2013 - DVD Collection & Home Theater System

HERE IS
Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Google Search

✔

only search Kazuya's Blog site

Here is a small hint to let you know that we'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding
any title please click the "General Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this page. Click on any
thumbnail to go to its Amazon.com webpage.
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An animated gif of our
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An animated gif of some
of our publications
(Does Not Include 100 Mountains Series)
(34 seconds)

Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Paperback Editions)
(28 seconds)

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

100 Famous Mountains Series
(Hardcover Editions)
(26 seconds)

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

End Miscellaneous Links, End Page 2 of 2, January 2017
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback
you might have.

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Tsuru-No-Yu

Google Search

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Alaska - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next
month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
January 2018 - Favorite Photo
"Snowy Beauty" - Hiking at 15° Below Zero. January 27th, 12:22 PM.

JANUARY 2018: THREE Pages This Month FEATURING Looking South From our Porch *
Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator) In Our Feeder * An Orange Sunrise * New Year's Eve
Fireworks at the University of Alaska - Fairbanks * A Walk In The Snow on January 6th *
The Alaska Range Near Delta Junction * A Snowy Field * Another Walk in the Snow On

January 27th * An Amazing Amount of Sunshine * Snow In The Trees * Kazuya's Baked
Delights - Event for Arctic Market * More     (Click on the Photo or on this text to go
directly to the January photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.
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This is Page 1 of 3 - the best of January
2018!

Go To Page:

posted: January 31st, 2018

This page actually begins with December 25th, the
day that Kazuya and I got new cameras for
Christmas. Then we jump to the next day and some
shots of birds, and then December 28th and the rise
of a beautiful orange sun. After that we go to New

Year's Eve, January 31st, and the annual fireworks
display at the University of Alaska - Fairbanks
(UAF). After that we jump to January 6th and a
walk up the road from our house to enjoy the sun.
Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin December 25th and 26th

  The first image in this row is a 2-shot panorama. These were the first two
photos which I took with my new Canon SX-730 HS Camera. Both of us received the
same new cameras for Christmas, so these were the first two shots I took with mine.
Now we both have cameras with 40x optical zoom - an upgrade for Kazuya and a lateral

move for me, but this camera is much smaller than my old one and I can put it in my
rain jacket pocket when conditions are poor. I like it very much and Kazuya also likes
his very much. The next two shots in this row show Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator)
in our platform feeder.

Dec25_1_2_AutoPano
_TestingNewCameraRC
Dec26_5_
PineGrosbeakRC

Dec26th_011_
PineGrosbeakRC

End December 25th and 26th, Begin December 28th

  Now it's December 28th and we had a great orange sunrise to test out our new cameras on. The colors came out very good and we are happy. These three photos were
all taken from our front porch.

Dec28_1_Orange
SunFromPorchRC

Dec28_2_Orange
SunFromPorchRC

Dec28_3_Orange
SunFromPorchRC


  Here are three more orange sunrise photos taken at various zoom factors.

Dec28_4_Orange
SunFromPorchRC

Dec28th_009_
SunshineRC
Dec28th_018_
SunshineRC

End December 28th, Begin December 31st
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  On New Year's Eve some local businesses put on a gorgeous fireworks display. They shoot them off from the highest point in town, which happens to be up at the
University of Alaska West Ridge. We have gone there to see this amazing display for the past two years.

Dec31_06_New
YearsEveFireworksRC

Dec31_08_New
YearsEveFireworksRC

Dec31_10_New
YearsEveFireworksRC


  This additional test of our new cameras also pleased us! After the fireworks a bunch of us and our friends went to one friend's house to eat, drink and be merry and see in
the new year! We had a great time and stayed there until about 1:00 AM on January 1st, 2018.

Dec31_11_New
YearsEveFireworksRC

Dec31_22_New
YearsEveFireworksRC

Dec31_30_New
YearsEveFireworksRC


  Here are the final two fireworks photos. By the way, if you've been wondering about the white light at the right of every one of these shots - it is the moon!

Dec31_34_New
YearsEveFireworksRC

Dec31_53_New
YearsEveFireworksRC

End December 31st, Begin January 6th

  Now it's January 6th and we invite you to take a walk from our house with us.
We'll be going up the road for maybe three-quarters of a mile and shooting photos all
along the way. Right now we are walking up the Trans-Alaska Pipeline. The first image
is looking down the pipeline and is a 2-landscape shot panorama (one shot above the

Jan6_04_05_ReposPano
_AWalkFromHome_SnowRC

other, not to the side). The second and third photos show frost crystals on top of the
snow. This has occurred because there has not been any new snow in two or three
weeks.

Jan6th_001_Steele
CreekRd_SnowScenaryRC

Jan6th_004_Steele
CreekRd_SnowScenaryRC


  Here is one more shot of frost crystals on the top of the snow. The second and third shots show the Alaska Range near Delta Junction, about 100 miles away.
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Jan6th_005_Steele
CreekRd_SnowScenaryRC

Jan6_14_A
WalkFromHome_SnowRC

Jan6_15_A
WalkFromHome_SnowRC


  The first image in this row shows a close-up shot of a small plant with the frost crystals on it. The inset shows the way the ice crystals have "grown". The second shot
shows the Alaska Range and the outlined area shows the next photo. The third shot, of course, shows the outlined area of the center shot.

Jan6th_027Small_Steele
CreekRd_SnowScenaryRC

Jan6th_034_Steele
CreekRd_SnowScenaryRC

Jan6th_033_Steele
CreekRd_SnowScenaryRC


  This is where we always end our walk up the road from home. The first shot was taken at 2:10 PM, which is only about an hour and 20 minutes after Solar Noon - the sun
is not yet getting very high in the sky for us. The second shot is zoomed in somewhat and the third shot is zoomed in a lot.

Jan6th_054_SteeleCreek
Rd_SnowScenaryRC

Jan6th_055_SteeleCreek
Rd_SnowScenaryRC

Jan6_19_AWalk
FromHome_SnowRC


  The first shot here is another which is zoomed in a great deal. In the far background you can see that there is a Fata Morgana mirage. The second shot in this row is also
zoomed in.

Jan6_20_AWalk
FromHome_SnowRC

Jan6th_056_SteeleCreek
Rd_SnowScenaryRC


  These two shots were both taken looking more to the west in this open field. In the second shot you can see two cross-country skiers.
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Jan6_23_AWalk
FromHome_SnowRC

Jan6_25_AWalk
FromHome_SnowRC

End January 6th, End Page 1
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation of this month's adventures.

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 3 - the best of January
2018!

Go To Page:

posted: January 31st, 2018

This page begins with January 26th and a couple of
photos taken right here at home. Then we jump to
the following day - January 27th for a walk up the

road for three-quarters of a mile or so and some
beautiful bright sun and snow photos. Click on any
thumbnail to begin.

Begin January 26th and 27th

  Here is a shot taken from our front porch, which shows that the sun is shining
through the trees, but there is so much snow in the trees that the sunlight did not
penetrate down to ground level except in the open areas. Where you can see it shining
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our north facing window, looking high up into the trees. The temperature was 22° below
zero on this date.
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Jan26_1_Sun
ShiningAtHomeRC

Jan26_2_Sun
ShiningAtHomeRC


  Now it's January 27th and it has warmed up to a balmy 7° below zero, so we
took a walk about three-quarters of a mile up the road before we got cold and headed
back home. The first shot was taken while looking up the road to the north. The outlined
area shows the approximate area covered in the second shot in this row. The outlined

Jan27_01_WalkingSteele
CreekRd_Snow_ColdRC

Jan27_02_WalkingSteele
CreekRd_Snow_ColdRC


  The first shot here shows Kazuya standing at the entrance of our driveway.
We walked across the road to the TAPS (Trans-Alaska Pipeline System) and walked up
the pipeline right-of-way, which is what the second shot is a photo of. The outlined area

Jan27_04_WalkingSteele
CreekRd_Snow_ColdRC

area of the second photo shows the area that is included in the third shot. Now you can
see why the sun is having trouble shining through the trees. The air is so calm that the
snow just will not fall from the trees.

Jan27_03_WalkingSteele
CreekRd_Snow_ColdRC

again shows the approximate area of the next photo. The outlined area of the third
photo shows the area of the first photo in the next row.

Jan27_05_WalkingSteele
CreekRd_Snow_ColdRC

Jan27_06_WalkingSteele
CreekRd_Snow_ColdRC


  The first photo in this row shows the outlined area of the previous photo, looking up the TAPS right-of-way. The second photo was taken after walking a bit farther and, of
course, the outlined area shows what is included in the next photo. The third photo shows the outlined area of the previous photo.

Jan27_07_WalkingSteele
CreekRd_Snow_ColdRC

Jan27_09_WalkingSteele
CreekRd_Snow_ColdRC


  Now we are walking west and looking ahead. Note that this major road is
snow-covered and that the asphalt is not visible, nor is the centerline visible. When the
sky is overcast it's tough driving and trying to figure out where the road is. The second

http://danwiz.com/AllMonthPhotos/temp.php[01/30/2018 5:37:59 PM]

Jan27_10_WalkingSteele
CreekRd_Snow_ColdRC

image is a 2-shot panorama looking across an open field - the same field as you saw on
Page 1 in Rows 10 and 12. The third shot is zoomed to some unknown area in the
distance.
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Jan27_13Rotate_14_AutoPano_
WalkingSteeleCreekRd_Snow_ColdRC
Jan27_12_WalkingSteele
CreekRd_Snow_ColdRC

Jan27_15_WalkingSteele
CreekRd_Snow_ColdRC


  The first shot here is also zoomed to some unknown area in the distance. The second shot is also zoomed, but you should be able to identify where it is in the center
image in the above row.

Jan27_16_WalkingSteele
CreekRd_Snow_ColdRC

Jan27_17_WalkingSteele
CreekRd_Snow_ColdRC


  Now we are still standing in that field, but I have turned around and I'm looking to the north. The small outlined area is where the second photo is zoomed in to. The third
shot shows Kazuya while he snaps some photos.

Jan27_19_WalkingSteele
CreekRd_Snow_ColdRC

Jan27_18_WalkingSteele
CreekRd_Snow_ColdRC

Jan27_21_WalkingSteele
CreekRd_Snow_ColdRC


  Here are two final shots. The pillar of smoke in the second shot is from the Fairbanks electric plant.

Jan27_13Rot_Walking
SteeleCreekRd_Snow_ColdRC

Jan27_22_WalkingSteele
CreekRd_Snow_ColdRC

End January 27th, End Page 2
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 3 to see
Kazuya's Baked Delights for this month.

(will open in new window)
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 3 of 3 - the best of January
2018!

Go To Page:

posted: January 31st, 2018

This page shows only Kazuya's Baked Delights.
There was only one event this month which he
baked for, so there are only three rows of photos.
The event we attended and sold goods at was the

"Arctic Market", which is generally held on the
second Saturday of the month, so that means it was
on January 13th this month. Click on any thumbnail to
begin.


  The first shot in this row shows some Kumquats, Pears and Apples, three of the fruit ingredients Kazuya used for his Delights this month. The second shot shows some
Hamantaschen and some Palets Bretons and the third shot shows a Pear Tart.

Jan9th_004_
KumquatPearAppleRC

Jan12th_003_Hamantaschen
_PaletsBretonsRC

Jan12th_007_
PearTartRC


  Here is a shot of some Apple Danish Pastries, a Caramel-Banana Tart and some German Chocolate Cake cut into one-quarters and decorated.

Jan12th_011_
AppleDanishRC

Jan12th_015_Caramel
BananaTartRC

Jan12th_024_German
ChocolateCakeRC


  All three shots in this row were taken at the "Arctic Market". The first shot shows that we shared a table with Natalie, from Salsa Rico. This was our choice, we were not
required to do so. Natalie has been such a huge help to us every step of the way as we have embarked on Kazuya's business adventure. The second and third shots show goods as
they were placed on the table.
http://danwiz.com/AllMonthPhotos/temp.php[01/30/2018 5:37:59 PM]
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Jan13_1_
ArcticMarketRC

Jan13th_007_ArcticMarket_
TananaValleyFairgourndRC

Jan13th_008_ArcticMarket_
TananaValleyFairgourndRC

End Kazuya's Baked Delights, End January 2018's Photos, Begin Miscellaneous Links
Here are links to separate web pages - all of them will open in a new window (or new tab). The first link shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our
Home Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV. The 2nd link shows our entire DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for
the weekend). The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on the "Title" Column to sort that way if you desire. The 3rd link shows our entire DVD collection in php
DVD Profiler, which is much more sophisticated than the plain vanilla DVD Profiler just above it. The 4th link takes you to a set of pages which show you the FRONT cover-art of
our entire DVD collection.

January 1, 2013 - DVD Collection & Home Theater System

HERE IS
Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Google Search

✔

only search Kazuya's Blog site

Here is a small hint to let you know that we'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding
any title please click the "General Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this page. Click on any
thumbnail to go to its Amazon.com webpage.
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An animated gif of some
of our publications
(Does Not Include 100 Mountains Series)
(34 seconds)

An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Paperback Editions)
(28 seconds)

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Hardcover Editions)
(26 seconds)

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

End Miscellaneous Links, End Page 3 of 3, January 2018
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback
you might have.

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Tsuru-No-Yu

Google Search

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Alaska - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
January 2019 - Favorite Photo
"Denali" - Highest North American Mountain Peak. January 25, 10:18 AM.

JANUARY 2019: TWO Pages This Month FEATURING A Traditional Japanese New Year's
Eve Meal * The New Year's Eve Fireworks Display at University of Alaska - Fairbanks * A
Traditional Japanese New Year's Breakfast * Costco Ramen * Several Common Redpolls
(Acanthis flammea) and Black-capped Chickadees (Poecile atricapillus) at our Feeders * A

Caramel Pear Cake Test * An Ahi Tuna Medallions Dinner * A Sweet-and-Sour Pacific Cod
Dinner * Double Sun Dogs * Sunrise Time from Our Front Yard * Denali at Sunrise Time *
Some Amazing Kazuya's Baked Delights * More     (Click on the Photo or on this text to
go directly to the January photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.
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This is Page 1 of 2 - the best of January
2019!

Go To Page:

posted: January 31st, 2019

This page actually begins with December 31st and the
beginning of New Year's 2019 celebrations and food.
We begin with our Japanese traditional New Year's
Eve meal of Soba Noodles with an egg, and then we
go out for the New Year's Eve Fireworks display at the
University of Alaska - Fairbanks, West Ridge Area.
After that we see a traditional Japanese New Year's

Day breakfast of Mochi Rice soup. We then jump to
January 6th and a Ramen lunch - a new kind of
Ramen which we found at the new Fairbanks Costco
Store. After that we show several photos of our porch
birds, some desserts, some dinners, and also some
sun dog photos. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin December 31st, 2018

  The single photo in this row shows a traditional Japanese New Year's Eve meal of Soba Noodles with a nice tasting soup base.

Dec31st_002_
SobaNoodlesRC


  After eating the above nice warm meal, we went to the University of Alaska - Fairbanks, West Ridge Area to watch the traditional New Year's Eve Fireworks Display. Here are
three nice photos.

Dec31st_023
_FireworkRC

Dec31st_047
_FireworkRC

Dec31st_052
_FireworkRC


  Here are three more fireworks photos. After the fireworks we went to a friend's house and joined several other of our friends for the evening of talk, games, eating and
drinking while waiting for the New Year to begin. We partied until about 12:45 AM on New Year's Day and then headed home and to sleep.

Dec31st_008
_FireworkARC

Dec31st_010
_FireworkARC
Dec31st_055
_FireworkRC
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End December 31st, Begin January 1st - 6th, 2019

  On New Year's morning we got up and Kazuya made Mochi Rice and then after
he made that, he used it to create this delicious traditional Japanese New Year's breakfast
shown in the first photo. Note that the second photo in this row was not taken until
January 6th and has nothing to do with New Year. It shows a kind of Ramen which we

Jan1st_006
_MochiRC

found at our newly opened Costco Store here in Fairbanks. The third photo shows this
Costco Ramen as Kazuya prepared it for lunch on this date. It is delicious and we will
definitely buy another case of it when this case is gone.

Jan6th_001
_RamenRC


  The first two shots in this row show Common Redpolls (Acanthis flammea) at
our platform feeder. The third shot shows a Black-capped Chickadee (Poecile atricapillus)
on our porch rail. One thing you should notice here is the way all of these birds are
sitting. It was -22° F (-30° C), so please note how the birds are squatted down as low as

Jan6th_006
_RedpollRC

Jan6th_003
_RamenRC

possible to protect their feet and also how "puffed up" they are. The third photo shows
that the Chickadee has "bed tail" - it spent the night in a tight place, probably huddled
with all of the immediately local Chickadees, in a hole in a nearby tree. We see this quite
often. It's so cute. Also note the frost crystals on the heads of the Redpolls.

Jan6th_010
_RedpollRC

Jan6th_013
_ChickadeeRC


  Kazuya had a special order for a Caramel Pear Cake, so this was a test to see how it might turn out. The test did not come out well, so he let us eat it (it was very delicious,
just not as thick as he wanted it to be). The photos of the finished one he made for the customer can be found on Page 2.

Jan6th_016_Caramel
PearCakeTestRC

Jan6th_017_Caramel
PearCakeTestRC

End January 1st - 6th, Begin January 8th - 10th

  The first photo here shows the Ahi Tuna Medallions Kazuya cooked for us for
dinner on January 8th. We found these in the deep recesses of our freezer, bought nearly
a year ago. They were frozen in vacuum-sealed bags and were still just fine. The second
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and third shots show more Common Redpolls (Acanthis flammea). The weather had
warmed up to -3° F (-19.4° C), so they were not squatting down quite as far as they were
in the photos in Row 5.
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Jan9th_010
_RedpollRC

Jan9th_012
_RedpollRC

Jan8th_014
_TunaRC


  Here is a Black-capped Chickadee (Poecile atricapillus) in our platform feeder (note frost crystals on its head again) and that is followed by a shot of our dinner of Sweet-andSour Pacific Cod which we had for dinner on January 9th. This was also found hiding in our freezer.

Jan9th_014
_ChickadeeRC

Jan9th_016_
SweetAndSourCodRC


  On January 10th, as we were coming home from town we noticed that there were Double Sun Dogs, so we stopped along the Chena Hot Springs Road and shot a few photos.
The third shot was taken from Gettinger's Field, up above our house.

Jan10_03
_SunDogsRC

Jan10_04
_SunDogsRC

Jan10_20
_SunDogsRC


  These two images of the Double Sun Dogs are identical except for the processing method. Note that the snowy field has been lightened up in the second image. You might
want to go back and forth between the two images a few times to note the difference.

Jan10_8_11_14_
AutoPano_SunDogsRC

Jan10_8_11_14_Adj_
AutoPano_SunDogsRC

End January 8th - 10th, Begin January 12th - 13th

  More birds. Here are three shots showing more Common Redpolls (Acanthis flammea). The first shot shows six of them in the platform feeder. The second shot shows a single
Redpoll (with frost on its head) at -20° F (-29° C). The third shot was taken the following day and the temperature has warmed up again, now it's +2° F (-17° C) and this bird is
standing tall - it's so warm it doesn't worry at all about its feet.
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Jan12th_001
_RedpollsRC

Jan12th_006
_RedpollsRC

Jan13_03
_PorchBirdsRC


  Here are three more photos of birds at our platform feeder on this nice warm day.

Jan13_05_
PorchBirdsRC

Jan13_10_
PorchBirdsRC

Jan13_13_
PorchBirdsRC


  Here is one more shot of a Black-capped Chickadee (Poecile atricapillus) and then two shots of Common Redpolls (Acanthis flammea).

Jan13_14_
PorchBirdsRC

Jan13th_011
_RedpollsRC

Jan13th_012
_RedpollsRC


  Here are the final two shots of birds for this month - Common Redpolls (Acanthis flammea) at our hanging feeder.

Jan13_26_
PorchBirdsRC

Jan13_27_
PorchBirdsRC

End January 13th, End Page 1
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation and conclusion of this month's photos.
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(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 2 - the best of January
2019!

Go To Page:

posted: January 31st, 2019

This page begins with January 14th and some photos
taken from in front of the house while looking to the
south. Some of them are adjusted, and identified as
so, while some of them have been "High Dynamic
Range" Toned via Photoshop for interesting effects.
There are some sunrise time photos of Denali, North

America's highest peak, which were taken on January
15th from an overlook a couple of miles from our
house. From Rows 7 - 10 inclusive are some photos
of Kazuya's Baked Delights. Click on any thumbnail to
begin.

Begin January 14th - 25th

  This first photo was taken from in front of our house on January 14th at 11:06 AM. The second shot is the same, but has been adjusted for exposure. The third image is also
the same as the first, but has been "High Dynamic Range" Toned via Photoshop for this somewhat interesting effect.

Jan14_1_Sun
OnSnowAtHomeRC

Jan14_1Adj_Sun
OnSnowAtHomeRC

Jan14_1HDR_Sun
OnSnowAtHomeRC


  The first shot here was taken at 11:06 AM and is zoomed to a small spot in the above shot. The second image has been adjusted for exposure and, once again, the third
image has been "High Dynamic Range" Toned in Photoshop.
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Jan14_4_Sun
OnSnowAtHomeRC

Jan14_4Adj_Sun
OnSnowAtHomeRC


  Now it's January 15th and we had to go past an overlook on Hagelbarger Drive.
As we were driving by at 10:18 AM the sun was illuminating the southern sky and due to
the fact that Denali is 20,310 feet (6,190.5 m) the sun was already shining upon it. We
just had to stop and take some photos. The first photo in this row is not adjusted at all,

Jan15th_001
_DenaliRC

Jan14_4HDR_Sun
OnSnowAtHomeRC

just as the camera captured it in Automatic Mode. The second shot is adjusted a tiny bit
because it was underexposed. It was taken using Shutter Speed Priority. The third shot is
unadjusted, but was additionally zoomed compared to the previous two shots.

Jan15_10_Denali
_HagalbargerRC

Jan15_01Adj2_
Denali_HagalbargerRC


  The first shot in this row is identical to the previous shot, but has been adjusted significantly. The second shot is unadjusted, and was taken using Automatic Mode.

Jan15_10Adj_Denali
_HagalbargerRC

Jan15th_003
_DenaliRC


  Here is a second adjustment of the third shot in Row 3 and it is followed by a "High Dynamic Range" Toned version of the third shot in Row 3. The third shot here was taken
on January 25th at 10:01 AM as the sun was edging it's way up towards the horizon. Everything was amazingly red-orange in color, though the camera could not capture the brilliance
of it.

Jan15_10Adj2_Denali
_HagalbargerRC

Jan15_10Adj3HDR_
Denali_HagalbargerRC

June25_11_
SunriseTimeRC


  Here are two more shots of the amazing colors we saw on January 25th while the sun was coming up to the horizon. The second image is the same as the first one, but
adjusted in an attempt to bring out the colors more.
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June25_13_
SunriseTimeRC

June25_13Adj_
SunriseTimeRC

End January 14th - 25th, Begin
(Link to Kazuya's Baked Delights Facebook Page)

  Kazuya has gotten into making bread during the winter (slow) season. These two shots are a Japanese Style Bread. It is quite popular with his Japanese customers.

Jan14th_001_
ShokuPanRC

Jan14th_016_
ShokuPanRC


  Do you recall the Caramel Pear Cake Test from Page 1, Row 6? Well, this is the real one which was delivered to the special order customer. It was for a name and gender
reveal baby shower.

Jan19th_001_
CaramelPearCakeRC

Jan19th_003_
CaramelPearCakeRC

Jan19th_007_
CaramelPearCakeRC


  Here are two shots of an amazing Anniversary Cake. Note the roses!

Jan22nd_002_Chocolate
AnniversaryCakeWithRosesRC

Jan22nd_007_Chocolate
AnniversaryCakeWithRosesRC


  One special order was for Cream Puffs due to the fact that the person could not eat food which was "sweet". Ha!
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Jan25th_002_Cream
PuffBirthdayRC

Jan25th_003_Cream
PuffBirthdayRC

End Kazuya's Baked Delights, End January 2019's Photos, Begin Our Publications Links
We'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding any title please click the "General
Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this page. Click on any thumbnail to go to its Amazon.com
webpage.
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End Our Publications Links, End Page 2 of 2, January 2019
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback you
might have.

(will open in new window)
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Tsuru-No-Yu

Google Search

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Alaska - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next
month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
January 2020 - Favorite Photo
"Sunset" - On an Overcast Day.   January 4, 3:01 PM.
NOTE: This is a mouseover image, hover your mouse over the image to see the alternate.

JANUARY 2020: TWO Pages This Month FEATURING Some Snowy Photos at Home *
New Year's Eve Fireworks at University of Alaska Fairbanks * Some Traditional Japanese
New Year's Meals * Snow Gauge * Snow at Edge of Driveway * Sunset on January 4th
from Hagelbarger Overlook * Moonset on January 10th * Some Interesting Snow Close-up

Shots * A Common Raven With a White Wing Feather * Daniel at Fairbanks Rings and
Things on January 3rd (First Friday Gig) * Photos of Kazuya's Needlework - A Book, Pin
Cushions & Coasters * More     (Click on the Photo or on this text to go directly to
the January photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.
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This is Page 1 of 2 - the best of January
2020!

Go To Page:

posted: January 31st, 2020

This page begins with December 31st, 2019 and
some snowy shots from around our place.   After
that, we show you just a very few of some New
Year's Eve fireworks up at the University of Alaska,
Fairbanks, West Ridge.   Starting in Row 5 we
welcome you to the new year with a shot of Ozouni,
a traditional Japanese New Year's meal, which
Kazuya made for us.   The shot after that is one of a

January 2nd meal which Kazuya made for us another traditional Japanese dish.   In Row 6 are
some snow shots taken at night and then we jump
to January 4th and an incredible sunset.   This page
ends with 3 shots of the moon setting over the hills
to the north of us on January 10th.   Click on any
thumbnail to begin.

Begin December 31st, 2019

  These three photos were all taken here at home. The first shot is looking east from our driveway, and it shows the garden spot. The second shot shows our house with
the winter sun shining directly in the front (south) windows. The third shot shows how high the sun was at solar noon on December 31st, it was 3° above the horizon.

Dec31_1_Snowy
DayAtHomeRC

Dec31_2_Snowy
DayAtHomeRC

Dec31_3_Snowy
DayAtHomeRC


  These two images are both the same, the difference is that the first one has been converted to black and white.

Dec31_5BW_
SnowyDayAtHomeRC

Dec31_5_Snowy
DayAtHomeRC


  Here are two of the best New Year's Eve fireworks photos which were taken up at the University of Alaska Fairbanks - West Ridge.

Dec31_05_UAFWest
Ridge_FireworksRC

Dec31_14_UAFWest
Ridge_FireworksRC


  Here are two more of the best New Year's Eve fireworks photos which were taken up at the University of Alaska Fairbanks - West Ridge.
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Dec31_24_UAFWest
Ridge_FireworksRC

Dec31_29_UAFWest
Ridge_FireworksRC

End 2019, Begin January 2020

  The first photo in this row shows Ozouni, a Japanese traditional New Year's Day breakfast meal. The white stuff is Mochi. The beans are Natto. The brown stuff in the
rear bowl is ground Daikon Radish with Soy Sauce, and it is served with Mochi. The second photo shows a meal of Soba Noodles with lots of goodies. This is another traditional
Japanese New Year's season meal.

Jan1st_001_
OzouniRC

Jan2nd_001_
SobaNoodlesRC


  In the first photo the Maple Syrup Jug is being used as a snow gauge, and it shows about 2 inches of new snow. The second and third photos show the snow depth
beside our driveway, both photos were shot at night using our porch light as the illumination.

Jan1_1_Snow
DrivewayRC

Jan1_2_Snow
DrivewayRC

Jan1_3_Snow
DrivewayRC


  On January 4th we happened to be out on the road at about sunset time, so we went to a place called Hagelbarger Overlook and took several photos of the sun as it
was setting. As you can see, the overcast was quite heavy, but not heavy enough so that the sun could not shine through it.

Jan4_2_Hagel
bargerOverlookRC

Jan4_3_Hagel
bargerOverlookRC


  Here is another shot of the sun setting at Hagelbarger Overlook. The second image is the same photo, but carefully converted to black and white.
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Jan4_4_Hagel
bargerOverlookRC

Jan4_4BW_
HagelbargerOverlookRC


  Here is another sunset photo. With this one, the black and white conversion process made it quite interesting.

Jan4_8_Hagel
bargerOverlookRC

Jan4_8BW_
HagelbargerOverlookRC


  Here are the final two sunset shots taken from Hagelbarger Overlook.

Jan4th_004_
SunsetRC

Jan4th_007_
SunsetRC


  These three shots of the moon were taken as it was setting behind the hills just to the north of us. The time was 10:58 AM on January 10th.

Jan10_1_
MoonsetMorningRC

Jan10_2_
MoonsetMorningRC

Jan10th_003_
MoonRC

End January 10th, End Page 1
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation of this month's photo adventures.
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol
(©), year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 2 - the best of January
2020!

Go To Page:

posted: January 31st, 2020

This page begins with January 12th and some very
artistic snow shots taken by Kazuya.   Then there a
couple of photos of a Common Raven which hangs
out at the Transfer Site where we dump our
garbage - it has a white wing feather.   The

remainder of the page shows what Kazuya has
taken up for a wintertime hobby. I'm not even
going to say what it is here, you'll see in a moment
or two, and I believe that you'll be quite
impressed.   Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin January 12th/13th

  On January 12th Kazuya took some snow photos which came out really nicely. They have been lightly processed to change the snow color from deep blue to more of a
white shade. The tracks are moose tracks which have been snowed upon a few times.

Jan12th_001
_SnowRC

Jan12th_002
_SnowRC


  Here are two more of the snow photos which Kazuya took on January 12th. The second one in this row has been processed to convert it to an HDR (High Dynamic
Range) photo. Very interesting I think.

Jan12th_003
_SnowRC

Jan12th_004b
_SnowRC


  We've been seeing this one Common Raven at the Transfer Site where we dump our garbage, which has a white wing feather. Here are three photos which Kazuya has
captured this winter.
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Jan13th_002_
WhiteRavenRC

Jan13th_001_
WhiteRavenRC

Dec23rd_001
_RavenRC

End January 12th/13th, Begin Kazuya's New Wintertime Hobby

  The first photo in this row has nothing to do with any of the other photos, but it shows me and also the Fairbanks Rings and Things shop where we often do a gig on
the First Friday of each month during the off season when there is no Farmer's Market. The second and third shots show some needlework which Kazuya has been working on
this winter - a new hobby. Isn't it incredibly beautiful!

Jan3_RingsAnd
Things_FirstFridayRC

Jan11th_003
_TekonaRC
Jan14th_005
_KoginzashiRC


  After Kazuya made several pieces of his needlework one of our friends had the idea of making some of them into a concertina book. This person is a professional book
maker, so she helped us out. These three photos give you a general idea of a concertina book.

Jan15th_007_
KoginzashiBookRC

Jan15th_010_
KoginzashiBookRC

Jan15th_011_
KoginzashiBookRC


  These two photos show the completed book.

Jan17th_003_
KoginzashiBookRC

Jan17th_007_
KoginzashiBookRC


  These two photos also show the completed book. Please note that the cover has an inset piece of needlework, it is not merely stuck on the cover, it is placed into an
inset of the hard cover.
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Jan17th_008_
KoginzashiBookRC

Jan17th_012_
KoginzashiBookRC


  Here is a final shot of the book and then an image which shows a large and a small pin cushion. The third photo shows the opposite sides of the pin cushions shown in
the center photo.

Jan17th_014_
KoginzashiBookRC

Jan22nd_003_
Koginzashi_BiscornuRC

Jan22nd_010_
Koginzashi_BiscornuRC


  Here is a collage of the smaller pin cushion which you saw just above. The second photo shows some coasters and the third shot shows pin cushions and coasters.

Pin
CushionRC

Jan23rd_003_
Koginzashi_CoastersRC

Jan23_1_NeedleWorkRC


  These three photos all show coasters. The center shot shows coasters with a tea set.

Jan23_4_
NeedleWorkRC

Jan23_2_
NeedleWorkRC
Jan23_3_
NeedleWorkRC

End January 2020's Photos, Begin Our Publications Links
We'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding any title please click the "General
Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this page. Click on any thumbnail to go to its Amazon.com
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webpage.
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End Our Publications Links, End Page 2 of 2, January 2020
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback
you might have.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol
(©), year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Google Search

✔

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Alaska - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next
month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
January 2021 - Favorite Photo
"New Year's Eve Fireworks" December 31, 8:40 PM.

JANUARY 2021: ONE Page This Month FEATURING New
Year's Eve Fireworks * New Year's Eve Moon * New Year's Eve
and New Year's Day Food * House Plants * A Special Order Cake *

Kazuya's Crochet Work * More    (Click on the Photo or on this
text to go directly to the January photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.
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This is Page 1 of 1 - the best of January 2021!
posted: January 31st, 2021

This page begins with December 31st, 2020 and the
Annual Fireworks Festival up at the University of
Alaska - Fairbanks, West Ridge, an event enjoyed
by all of Fairbanks. Then we show you some of our
New Year's Eve Soba meal and our New Year's Day

Osechi (a prepared set of food). There are a few
photos of plants in our home, a special order cake
by Kazuya and some examples of another hobby of
Kazuya's - crochet work. Click on any thumbnail to
begin.

Begin Daniel's Best for this Month

  Here are two shots of Fireworks up at the University of Alaska - Fairbanks, West Ridge. This Fireworks display is looked forward to with
great anticipation by the people of Fairbanks, especially in this year of COVID-19 and people staying home for the previous 10 months or so. This
event is sponsored by several local businesses, and thankfully, it was not canceled.

Dec31_01_
UAF_FireworksRC

Dec31_02_
UAF_FireworksRC


  Here are two more fireworks photos - the final two for this year. This year we got into just watching the fireworks and saying "ohhh" and
"ahhh" along with the rest of the socially distanced people instead of spending the entire time with our cameras in front of our faces.

Dec31_06_UAF_
FireworksRC

Dec31_17_UAF_
FireworksRC


  Here is a moon shot - also taken up at the UAF campus as we were walking back to our rig after watching the fireworks.
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Dec31_27
_MoonRC


  After we came back home from the fireworks show we (Kazuya mostly) prepared a traditional Japanese New Year's Eve spread. The first
shot here shows some Brie Cheese with Saltine Crackers and some dried Asian Pears, sent to us by a friend in Oregon. The second shot shows New
Year's Soba Noodles with fried Tofu and spinach.

Dec31_30_New
YearsEveSobaRC

Dec31_31_New
YearsEveSobaRC


  Now it's New Year's Day and these photos show the Osechi (special meal) prepared by Kazuya. The Lazy Susan was made for us by a
different Oregon friend than the one who sent us the dried Asian Pears. Note that we have some nice Japanese Sake to go with our meal.

Jan01_01_New
YeardDay_OsechiRC

Jan01_08_New
YeardDay_OsechiRC


  Here is a shot of our New Year's morning meal of Ozoni with natto and mochi rice. The second photo shows a Minerva Amaryllis which we
purchased and are presently growing.

Jan01_09_New
YeardDay_OsechiRC
Jan13_3Crop_
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End Daniel's Best for this Month, Begin Kazuya's Best for this Month

  The remainder of the photos were taken by Kazuya. The first shot is a closer shot of the Osechi plate he made. The second shot shows
our Aloe vera "farm".

Jan1st_11_New
YearsAtHomeRC
Jan4th_3_
PlantsAtHomeRC


  Here is another shot of our Minerva Amaryllis, taken 2 days later than the one up above. The second shot shows a special order cake
which Kazuya made for a Japanese customer.

Jan18th_02_
CakeRC

Jan15th_5_
Amaryllis_AtHomeRC


  Here is one more shot of that same special order cake.

Jan18th_08_
CakeRC


  These two final shots show some examples of Kazuya's latest work with needle and thread, although these are actually made with
crochet hooks, not needles. Amazing talent, eh!
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Jan21st_3_
StrawberryCrochetRC

Jan29th_08_
CrochetFlowersRC

End January 2021's Photos, Begin Our Publications Links
We'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding any title please click the "General
Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this page. Click on any thumbnail to go to its Amazon.com
webpage.
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End Our Publications Links, End Page 1 of 1, January 2021
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found something
which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback you might have.
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol
(©), year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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